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er Jacqueline•
ulders Repeats
S le Champion
Represent County
State Contest; Rib-
s, Prizes Awarded
Day 'Contestants '
line Shoulders, of the
• 5Mior Chili, for the see-
won the 441 Club Ran
style revue contest, held
• 
y at Eastside School, and
represent the county with
ening dress entry in the
style revue al* Lexington
4-H Week, June 8-12.
ns and awards in the
revue were:
wet, potholder and apron:
Campbell, blue, f ir at
for towel end first prize
apron; 'Ruby Key AshbY,
Geraline Scott, blue; Anna
Hill, blue, second prize fee
Bonnie Lowery, blue;
Lowery, blue; Patricia
Oliver, blue; Ella Mae Mass
blue, first prize for , pot-
and second: ikaze for
; Carolyn Jean Aden*,
econd prize for potholder;
or Crenshaw, red, Robbie
am, Edra *Perry, Janet
French, Barbera Sue
Janice Childress, Jeanette
' and Helen Mitchell,
ribbons.
• • 1
ool dresses: Zola Ann
, blue, first prize; Betty
Butler, b1e, second. prize;
Carolyn LaNeeve, Phy-
nby and Nata Jean Eth-
red ribbons, Marion Joy
Juanitta Sue Dillingham
Helen Beshear, wh ite
LEADERSHIP 'TRAINING IN
•
•
a
Princeton,
Left to right: S. Carlin Gregory, 'Owensboro, chairman of Council Camping
Activities Committee; Harry Marcher, National Council; Frank Fultz, field easily,-
tive; Ben Martin, Jr., Eagle Scout, who attended the World Jamboree; James J.
Harris, field executive, Three Rivers District; Rev. Thomas G. Hackney, Eddyville,
si.d John I. Dean, Scout coAcutive.
W. D. Armstrong, camping
leader, and Joe Weeks, Scout-
master of Troop' 42, are among
the Scout experts conducting a
training course fof volunteer
Scout leaders el the Three Riv-
ers District., The first of four
weekly meetisegs was held Tues-
day night at thS-Kiittawa High
SchooL
Other meeting, will be held
May 11, at the Fredonia Legion
Hall; May 18, Marion Methodist
Church, and May 25, Kentucky
Utilities Office, Princeton. An
Doris Dean Pierce, overnight camporee and 
train-
first prize; Myrtle Cash 
,
: inc session combined will be held
, blue, second prize;
Jewell Hill, blue, and
Sue Storms, white.
suits: Charlotte Akers,
first prize, Daisey Dell
, second prize, and Su-
Bell Kingery, white.
up. dresies: Anna Neal,
t prize, and Nancy Mc-
red, second prize.
I dress: Jacqueline
ers, winner of the revue,
 'rat prize, Betty Jo Lester,
second prize, and Sidney
Id, blue. •
-tailored cotton and rayon
: Iris Mae Cravins, blue,
prize, and Ruth Peters,
second prize.
•e girls' individual demon-
contest, Betty Jo Lester
blue ribbon and first prize
t Magic" and Ann Neal a
bon and second prize for
a Shirt."
Floyd Metcalf won a
n arid first prize in
' individual demonstra-
turn to back page)
ts To Study
ry Methods
Day Meeting Here
Devoted To Class
Field Work
Y agents and their as-
from this district will
orestry' in a meeting here
and Friday, May 6-7.
I be conducted indoors
Y and in the field Fri-
W. Whittenberg, assis-
te agent, will be in
of the program.
Nelson, county forestry
will lecture on wood-
Improvement cutting,
anects and diseases and
will conduct a "Labors-
,W, oodland Improvement
Other lectures and
k will be conducted by
agents.
elson lectured at a aim-
ing held in Mayfield
and Wednesday,
a
at Kuttawa Friday and Satur-
day, May 44-15.
Adult Scouters conducting the
training courses recently receiv-
ed instruction in Scouting skills
from Harry A. Karcher, assist-
ant 40. the national director of
Scouting services. Mr. Marcher
put on a* three-day demonstra-
tion in the teaching of Scout
craft for Scout leaders of the
13 counties in the Western Ken-.
tucky Area Council at the
George Warren Hogg Boy Scout
Camp, in Daviess county.
elt. financial campaign to raise'
$26,000 to promote Scouting in
the council area was launched
this month. In addition tie the
employment of israfeadeataA
Scout wrokers,• the money 'Would
be used to maintain a Scout
camp, which is attended each
year by 50 percent of the Scouts,
and to -provide funds for •the
council office at Owensboro, now
serving approximately 500 vole
unteer leaders and 1,20(1 boys
in 75 troops, cub . packs and
senior units.
Last year, 57 percent of all
Scout leaders in the council at-
tended training courses.
Kiwanians Learn Importance,
Scope Of Homemakers' Work
w elve representatives of
Caldwell County Homemakers
clubs spoke briefly in present-
ing ex. educational progeain out-
lining what the Homemakers'
organization is doing in this
community at Wednesday's
meeting of the Kiwanis Club.
They were warmly applauded.
Miss Wilma Vandiver, home
demonstration agent, launched
the program explaining briefly
how her work is done. She was
followed by _Mrs. Ray Martin,
president at t h e Caldwell
Homemakers; Mrs.. P. L. Funk,
Mrs. W. 0. Newsome. Mrs.
Raymond Phelps, Mrs. S. J.
Satterfield, Mrs. Virgil °Cole-
man, Mrs. John L. McDowell,
Mrs Clarence Nichols, Mrs.
Guy Shoulders and Mrs. Fen-
ton Taylor, each discussing a
Garage And Shed
roped By Fire
A double garage and adjoining
ed, belonging to Ralph Ran-
dolph, W. Main street, was des-
troyed by fire last Saturday,
Fire Chief Clyde Kercheval re-
ported.
/ , k
Snpt AialliarMothiettly f 
St.
oDayt.
Broadcast Announced
A special Mother's Day
broadcast, dramatizing the
story of Mary and dedicated.,
to all mothers, will be heard
over most 'of stations of the
Mutual natsvork Sunday,
May 9, from 12:30 to 1
o'clock C.D.S.T., featuring
several Hollywood stets, it
is announced this week. Mrs.
H. W. Nichols, presidelit of
the 
Paul's Catholic Church, ur-
ges members of all denom-
inations to hear this radio
tribute,
different phase of the
makers' activities.
Home-
Discussing etxiking, furniture
repairing, decorating, flowers
and shrubs, citizenship, 4-H
C! u b leadership, electricity's
proper usage, and numerous
other activities, the women told
of how lessons on these ,and
scores of other projects they are
working on are brought to them
by professional leaders from the
University of Kentucky, College
of Agriculture and Home Eco-
,,
nomics and then taken back to
the individual clubs and put
into practice.
•
Impressive figures were given
indicating dollar value of the
Homemakers' work by several
of the speakers, giving evidence
that the Homemakers "run the
commanity's biggest business"
and are melting rapid and great
strides forward.
Barkley,' To Deliver
Commencement Address
Murray — AP — Sen. Alben
W. Barkley will deliver the
principal address at Murray
State College's commencement
exercises at if p. m. May 31,
Acting President M. 0. Wrather
announced Wednesday.
.He said the baccalaureate ser-
mon • will be delivered by Dr.
Frank H. Caldwell, president of•
Presbyterian Rheologioal Send-
nary, Louisville, at 3 p. m.
May 30.
Wrathee said he would confer
degrees on approximately 120
students,
Caldwell Formers Ar.
red' In Corn. Derby
-sir entries in the
county 1948 Cc;n3,Dir-also been entered in the
test, County Agent R.
Y. said. Monday.' SW*
te for entries Was**,
*sante may still aii7
county derby end elin-
, cash Prise* tete**
Mabry said,
eta In ihe derby, dr*.
are: W. R, Craw'w.
well; James R. White, Friend-
*IMP and William ss. From Kick By Horse
rtnastssme. Raymond Patton, resident of
Pottered/ In tbe one-acre di- the New Bethel community, near
?WO am: flew Massey, Jr.. Leo Fredonia, is its a serious 
condi.
IRO and ster 14Marri Quinn; Mon at the Princeton Hospital
,
teddy MOW Minos 'Cost, Mal- after beteg bilked in the head
NOW Boone and hose L by s'hortaillablditY, Rio "Pected.
OS ; ital$111 11/1/4-$00 
blitObell, Otter Fre* likossMal
Po* Leiter Mcestallst, Cdish: Mrs. Ballast O'Mara has re-
Mails SIIsr B, C. &shit %Waal $0,104 haste neer Mc-
Lillian S. Chilaress
Honored By New York
iety, Kentucky Women
Mrs. William Godfrey Chil-
dress, the formee-Lillien-Smithr
of Princeton, and daughter. of
Mrs. Shell Smith, is the new
recording secretary of the New
York Society of Kentucky
Women, Dr. Childress is presi-
dent of the Westchester County
Medical Society. A specialist in
diseases of the chest, he has
charge of the tuberculosis di-
vision of Westchester County,
and the Childresses live on the
grounds of Grasslands Hospi-
tal, in Valhalla, N. Y.
—
Princeton Regulars Lose
8-7 To Grand Rivers
Princeton Regulars were 8 to
7 losers in a baseball upset at
Grand Rivers Sunday afternoon.
The Grand Rivers nine came
from behiaff and scored the ty-
ing and winning run in the last
inning. -
Score by innings: R. H. E.
G. Rivers 300 200 012-8 9 3
Princeton 011 141 000-7 12 6
In Serious Condition
Faculty Members To Have
Picnic At Kuttawa Springs
Butler and Bestride School
faculty members and farnilies
will have a picnic Monday at
• nt
reday, May 6, 1948 '
 
A
• Resigns • Ward PromisesAs vocat Instructor Active ProgramMiss Betty Linde, head of
•
' the vocal department at But-
ler High School, resigned at
a meeting of the Board of
Education Yuesday night,
Burl. L. 1.7., Taylor said. Miss
• Lindle is engaged to a Louis-
ville medical student a n d
will be Trial ried June 1.
E. R. Hampton, princi-
pal. of. Dotson ,C*oktid High
School, also resigned af the
meeting to Maim* a po-
sition at lannbar High
Murgantield
46 Stores Close
Al Noon Today
Employes To Have Half-
Day Holidays During
Hot 'Months
Forty-six member stores of
the Princeton Retail Merchants
Aasociation will dose at. noon
today, Thursday, for the first
of the half-day Thursday holi-
days to be observed during the
hut months of May, :Lane, JulY
and August.
Fifty stores, belong to the
Association, but four public ser-
• vice firms, including gas and
electric companies, will remain
open, Joe P. Wilcox, secretary,
said.
One drug store will also re-
main open Thursday afternoons
for the public's convenience, it
was announced.
Supt. L. • C. Taylor said.
George Greer Heads
Purdue Humor Magazine,
George Greer, son of Herndon
Greer, S. Jefferson, has been
elected editor in chief of Rivet,
a hu or magazine of Purdue
University, Lafayette, Ind., where
Greer is a junior in the School
of Mechanical Engineering. He
has been on the RIVet staff since
It s organization several years ago.
Butler Alumni To Honor
nior Class With Tea
A Butler alumni tea, in honor
of the 1948 graduating class,
4411 be held at the home of Miss
Raberta Dalzell, Franklin street,
Wednesday afternoon, May 12,
from 4 to 6 o'clock. All alumni
members are urged to attend.
ylor Guest Speaker At
unior-Senior Bangs/at
Runway Taylor was guest
:meeker Friday night at the Fre,
donia map &NMI -annual Jun-.Billy Joe McChesney; Edward
ior-Senior banquet hr holm of •_0( Bay, Fuel Thomas Franklin.
the graduating class at the 1,-.K •
Hotta Hotel.
Senior Class Play
About Horse Race
Three-Act Comedy. to
Be Presented Friday
At Fredonia
ICeatticky Beile", Fredonia,
High School annUal Senior Class
play, will be preiented at the
school auditorium Friday night
at 8 o'clock.
The three-act comedy, dealing
with a horse race, is set in the
blue graft region of the State
at the present time.
Members of the cast are Hazel
Fuller, Dorothy Riley, Edna
Hopper, Jessie Stone, Thomas
Jones, Betty Ihm,ning, Norman
Vaught, ,Margaret Dunn, Doro-
thy Terrell, Louise Hart and
Ralph Hale.
3g At Fredonia
To Get Diplomas•
Dr. Willis Shows Wiz,
Midst To Rotary tlob
Dr. W. X. Willis, 'elide n t
ideet et the Cliegii'et a
Mot*
L. C. Taylor To Deliver
Commencement Address
Friday, May 14
L. C. Taylor, superintendent
of Prinseton schools, will deliv-
er the commencement address
for 38 members of the Fredonia
High School's graduating class,
In the school auditorium Friday
night, May 14,' at 8 o'clock.
e beeealaiireat-sermon will
be given by Rev. Donald Dean,
pastor of the First Presbyterian
Church, in the auditorium next
Sunday night, May 9, at 8 o'clock.
Graduating seniors, are Nate
Jean Faughn, Derothy Elizabeth
Riley, Sahara Nell Morse, Eliza
Louise Hart, Violet Frances
Cartwright, Gloria Ann Row-
land, Betty Jean Brown, Betty
Dunning, Frances Myers, Lucy
Gearlding Cartwright, . Bettie
Jean Faughn, Barbara Jean
George, Dorothy June Terrell.
Jean Carroll Terrell, Edna
Delores Harper, Nannie Bell
Jackson, Margaret Dunn, Hazel
Lee Fuller, Bobby Joe Tackwell,
Richard Thomas Dalton, James
Sherman Creasey, Robert Jesse
Stone, Gea4 
Dearing, Elliott 
Darrell Dearing,
Curtis Jon 
John Denote Wilburn Glenn
Dalton.
Charles, Clayton Winn, Harold
Richard Rogers, Norman Lee
Faught, 'E. Boone, Jr., Ralph
Edward White, Ralph T. Hale,
Louard Barnes, ThOgnatt Walter
Jones, Harold Thome"' Hackney,
VFW Lodge To Operate
Boat lbvitUl Service
The Princeton *FM lodge has
WOW 140 acres Of land at Ken-
testify Lake' end will operate a
boat motel service for Saber.
geta at the iitsi et the 014 Dir.
Of Conservation
Work To Save Soil,
Improve State Parks'
For Tourist Trade,
To Be Pushed
The Department of Conserva-
tion for *the next. 4 years will
carry oet a pcogram of action,
according' to Henry Ward, new
State commissigner of conserve- •
• 
f tion. '
"The tragedy of the whole
program of conservation has, ,
been that the years have been
permitted to pass with too little
actually donc to halt the des-I
truction of our national resour-
ces," Ward told the Rotary Club
recently.
a consequence, we have
had three floods within 11 years
In the Ohio river valley, the
water of that stream has been
polluted to an alarming degree
and our soil has continued to
wash down to the see."
Governor Earle CleMents has
pledged his full cooperation to a
program to advance soil conser-
vation, reforestation and the pro-
motion of sanitation in the Ohio
valley, and to the plans being
formulated for the development
of a well-rounded, state park
system throught use of state
funds. and revenue bonds, Ward
added.
The new commissioner said his
primary purposes in the, depart-
ment will be to push for action,
particularly In the building of
facilities at the state parks to
care for the profitable tourist
trade that can be developed.
Princeton Delegates At
Ground-Breaking For
New Baptist Hospital
Delegates from Princeton at-
tending ground-breaking cere-
monies Sunday afternoon at Pa-
dtleich for the new West
Kentucky Baptist Memorial Hos-
pital were Rey. M. G. M. Haller,
who gave the Invocation, and
Mrs. Hatter, Rev.' Carl Overton,
Dr., F. M. Masters, Miss Bessie
Richie, Charlie White, Miss Irene
Beckner, Euen Farmer,
Annie Martin, J. D. Mitchell,
Cord's Adams, Robert Guess and
L W. Bodenbamer. The first
unit of the hospital is being
constructed at a cost of $522,-
000 and will accomodate 80 to
90 patients.
British Soon To Buy
80,000,000 Lbs. Of Old
Crop Of U.S. Tobacco
Washington — AP — Repre-
sentative Cooley (D.-N. C.) said
plans were made Tuesday for
the British to buy 80,000,000
pounds of American tobacco.
Tobacco specialists explained
the 80,000,000 pounds is being
bought from the old crop (1946-
47) and said they hoped the
British would be in the market
soon for at least 150,000,000 more
pounds from new stock.
,Total requirements for the
British -are --about -
pounds a year, they said,.
'I II II
U. S. May Take Over
Rails 'To Halt Strike
Chicago — Al' — Federal
seizure of the nation's railroads
became a possibility Wednesday
after collapse of mediation ef-
forts to avert a . strike called
for May 11. Soon after collapse
of the talks, the three unions
issued strike instructions and
said that union members would
continue to operate troop trains,
hospital trains, and milk trains
when and if the strike takes
Ware.
$60,000 Fire Destroys
Wickliffe Pottery Plant
Wickliffe — Fire early Mon-
day destroyed the pottery plant
of Sippi Products, Incorporated,
Wickliffe's largest industrial es-
tablishment.
Damage was estimated unoffi-
cially at $60,000.
The two-story brick plant and
a frame building attached to. it
burned to the ground, the wall of
the hrick structure collapsing
several hours after the blaze
started.
Contents of tbe pottery—in-
cluding the expensive kilne-overe,
listed as a total lom. The only
property , removed from the
building was inInfinhakt used by
a baseball teemthe than
• 4••••''
From 29 Churches In
Caldwell Association
Representatives of 29 churches
In the Caldwell Baptist Associa-
tion will attend a Vacation Bi-
ble School Clinic at the First
Baptist Church here Tuesday.
Discussions will include "Gen-
eral Preparation", by Rev. W. W.
Johnson, Kuttawa; "Preparation
Day", Rev. H. G. M. Hatter,
Princeton "Records", Rev. Carl.
Overton, Princeton; "Junkie-In-
termediate Joint Worship Ser-
vice', Rev. Shirley Spahr, Cadiz;
"Music", Rev. Overton; "Hand-
work", Rev. G. R. Pendeo".rapb,
Eddyville, •and "C u it rn e nc e-
ment", Rev. Holland Thomas,
Fredonia.
Departmental conferences( will
be conducted by Mrs. Cunning-
UM, tddyville; Mrs. Carl Cover-
tort, Pitnenton: Mrs: '81:
Johnson, Kuttawa, and Mrs. G.
R. Pendergraph, Eddyville,
Rev. Pendergraph, -Vacation
Bible School ,superintendent, will
be in charge.
Good Will Tour To
Include Princeton
Louisville Board Of
Trade Delegation To
Visit Here May 27
Representatives of the Louis-
ville Board of Trade, on a
Spring Good Will Tour, will
visit Princeton for one hour
Thursday morning, May 27,
Mayor W. L. Cash -laid Tuesday.
The visiting delegation will
include Gov. Earle C. Clements,
Mayor Farnsley of' Louisville,
Board of Trade officers, mania-
• • '
1//47-31g1W4li In
Say-S0 Ofton
Future Scholar
Gary Radford is the 4-
months'-old son of Mr. Arid
Mrs. Russell "Ted" Goodaker.
Mr. Coociaker is city school at-
tendance officer and principal
of kaosicie Cif:: School.
Baptists To Hold.
Bible School Clinic
"7-
13 Seniors In 1948
-Graduating Class
At Butler High
A. H. Holt To Delliver
Commencement Address;
Rev. 'Collins- To Give .
Bacculaureat Sermon
Butler High Scho61 will grad-
lea, seriiios at r:orinr ence-
iii,i,: ciscs Thurmlay night,
May 13, it we', announced by
1 Principal C. A 110I- 11 this week.
COMITienC1,1:1c. r• 'verk • activi-
ties Sucdsy night, May
9, when Rev Toni W. Collins,
• pastOr of thc First Christian
j C'hurch. will preach the bacca-
u reat set nion to graduating
seniors at 7:30 o'clock in' the .
school auditOri urn.
Joann Pie rikr•lig will C,'
edictorian at Class Night eere-
monies Tuesday and Doris Hays
will be salutatorian. Class his-
torian, is Betty Jo Linton; gator-
ian, Jo Ann Watson, and class
lawyer, George Webb. Honor.
awards will be presented.
The . commencement address
Thursday, etby 
Andrew
nigh H Ht willhoTt, deliver-
Delegates To Attend execu-
tive secretary of the Vennestee
Education Association, Nashvillc
Tenn.
Members of the graduatil.g
class. are;
Clara Jane 73eck, Doris Ti.laCr•
'burn, Glenn Blane, Twyman
Boren, Billie Don Bridges,
Adrian Burchett, Billy Gleam
Cartwright, Clara Jean Cash,
Barbera , Ruth Clift, Joyce Cole,
Gene Coley. •
Bill Creekmur, Harold Creek-
mur, Melva CUmmins, Cynthia
Canninghan› Sue Darnell, Dotty
Deen, James Drennan, Betty
Jean Dunn, Shirley 'Farmer,
Barbara Sue Graham, Otbelle
Gray, Joe Frank . Guess,- Zane
Haile, Nettie 'Hart, Doris Hays,
Jane Hogan, James Hopper, Mar-
garet Jones, Anna Kilgore, Jack
Larkios,, Dick Lester.
• Betty •Linton„. trete.
,ter„ lfancy.btoGiiirki•c.
tin, Junes Mitchell, Donald Mos,-
gen, Aiwa Kathryn- adonis; 'A-
C. alueliels, Jr., William 'Phelps,
JOSIM Pickering, Margie Pin-
negar, .touarci Pinnegar, tEllena
Pinnegar. •
• JuanIta PPool, Roy Blaine
PPool, 'Betty' Kenneth
Prescott, Jfidy Pruett, J. W.
Roberson, Lou Nell Russell, Carl
Sholar, Earl Skees, Irene Smith,
Helen Stembridge, Dorothy
Storms Rogers, Doris Thompson,
garnett Traylor, Marilyn Trader,
Jo Ann Watson, Robert Weaver,
George Webb, Louard William-
son, Jack Winstead, Melba
Woodall, Marcella Wood, Demp-
sey Wright, Lucy Vinson, Wil-
liam Leon Young and Hewlett
Young.
'!What Is Time Worth"
Will Be Meeting Topic
Miss Ida C. Hagman, home
management specialist, UK, will
facturers, merchants, bankers, conduct a meeting Friday 
railroad officials, a band, hews
correspondents—about 125 per-
sons in all.
At the Council meeting Mon-
day night, Mayor Cash appointed
-an--a- reception
committee, with Fred Jake
chairman.
Sam Steger has been named
chairman of a Janior Chamber
of Commerce reception commit-
tee, President C. W. Scott said.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Woodall,
Jr., IISTC, Murray spent last
week-end with their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Walker, and
Mr. anti Mrs. C. A. Woodall.
big at 10 o'clock on the topic
"What Is Your Time Worth".
Two leaders from each county
Homemakers' club will attend
Earl Skees Was. Junior
Mayor; Not George Webb
The Leader regrets that ,a
headline last week inconrectlY
identified George Webb as the
boy elected junior mayor .dur-
ing Boys and GArls Week, instead
of Earl Skees. George Webb, as
the story correctly reported, was
elected a member of the junior
city council. The mistake was
inadvertent.
W. Kentucky Road Repairs
Planned; None In Caldwell
Frankfort, May I — AP -- 9.238.
The highway department said Hopkins Dawson Springs•
today it has asked far bids on Providence road from Charles-
May 20 for repair work on 300 ton to Webatejlounty line. 13.15
miles of , roads in 21 Counties. Webe — Diaonenre
None of this is in Caldwell from east city Willis of as.';., 
county. to Sebree, 11.066; acbres-Oaton-
. Among the projects is a neav Ashbyburg road from ca):* cify
bridge on. the Cadiz-Julian road limits of Sebree to
over Little river in Trigg county. Ky-147 at Onton, 1.5; Dixon-Clay
The majority of the roada to 'road from junction of US-41
be repaired were damaged by near Dixon to northeast cio
the freeze-and-thaw siege of last its of Clay, 6.874.
winter. The department said bi- Union — Worgantield-Union- a
turninous surfacing will he. Mod town road from I. C. railroad'
to restore the roads and put crowing to old river wharf at •
Ohio' river, .652; atorgaitiledde
Uniontown road from north tit,
limits of Merganfield to south
city limas ou
them in condition to withstand
future severe weather. ,
Th* Orldirada:d road repair
to be :
41
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•
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'I
ail To The Graduates!
As members of the Senior Class at our-
High School, their -parents, families and
friends enter the final weeleki round of
.activities leading to Commencement, we.
adults who have been a king time out of
wchool turn our thoughts backward down
t* years in nostalgic recollection, envy-
ing this season's beginners in Life's big
game and, upon &Mei contemplation of
the 'kind of world we have arranged for
them, not a little sympathy in our hearts.
,There is no such word as failure in the
bright' lexicon of youth; and the United
States of America, with all of today's per-
plexities, still is the grandest, the boat
and the safest nation on earth in which
yonng folk can assume grown-up status
and repsonsibilities. And yet, today's
world holds much of heartache and not
the wisest of us 'can foresee what lies just
beyond the hazy horizon of tomorrow.
But tlugie youngsters of ours who will
be graduated next Thursday night have
their share of high courage; and theirs
has been a better rounded education than
most of us acquired in the grades and
high schools of our day. We have this
upon the excellent authority of our super-
intendent, and we believe he knows.
And so, altho we are not proud of the
record we have made in providing a bet-
ter world in which the young men and
young women of our Senior Class may
seek fame, fortune and the essentials of
a happy livelihood, we think they are not
more dismayed than we were when we
donned cap and gown a good many sea-
sons back; and, being by nature optimis-
tic, we believe they will do a better job
for their children than we have thine
for ours.
We- hope too that, altho World War I,
in which we wore the nation's uniform,
did not In fact "Make the World Safe For
Democracy", and World War II, quite
evidently, has not brought a more en-
during peace, the fondest dream of all
mankind, some progress toward these
Utopian goals has been achieved, not
without heavy cost; and beyond this what
generation can expect to achieve?
, There is better understanding of the
problems of other peoples today than
there wad at the turn of the cehtury; or
for that matter, than the rank and file
of this or any other nation had before
the last great conflict .stripped so many
of at least some, of their complacent
illusions.
Today many millions- are aware that
even this greatest of all countries has no
especial Divine Right of survival, unless
Its people can justify their way of life,
their freedom, their ideals and, most of
all their good will toward those of leas
fortunate lands. This is progress in a
world the peoples of which, regardless of
whether they like it, are as close as a few
hours'- airplane flight.
And so we would wish, in all sincerity,
a joyous Commencement to the gradn.etes
of 1948. May they win to new heights in
their chosen fields of endeavor, take hon-
ored places in their day in all the Worth
while fields of human activity, become
the splendid exponents of a brighter era
and, eipecially, wear the bright and shin-
ing armor of citizenship which serves
well, wherever its place; with forebear-
ance, friendship and understanding for
all the world's brotherhood.
Kentucky Sets kler Cap For
Sound New Industries
We have been talking for years, along
with a lot of other Kentuckians, about
the need for industrial development in
our" State. It sebnis obvious that our Pro-
sperous agriculture should be balanced by
prosperous • industry, particularly in the
smaller cities and towns. But like the
weather, it was for a long while a subject
everybody discussed but nobody did any-
thing about.
Now a change is taking place, not dra-
matically; but with 'a solid sureness. Gov-
ernor Clements at the 1948 legislative
session sponsored tax relief at points
which the Kentucky Tax Research As-
sociation .had long contended were sore
'spots for industry. It remains to be seen
if these changes will act as a spur to
new industrial development, but at least
the experiment has been tried.
The Clements Administration has a
Wholesome -and realistic attitude toward
this Problem. One of its financial spokes-
men, Revenue Commissioner Clyde Re-
eves, told the State ChaMber of Com-
merce that Kentucky does not want in-
dustries that require tax subsidies or
Alter coddling freatment as a reward for
starting business here. Substantial indus-
tries, he pointed out,- want to settle. in a
— _Kentucky On The March
State where they Can count on tax equali-
ty over the long pull. They do not relish
the idea- of having to subsidize other
enterprises who require special favors.
Mississippi offered talk exemptions and
free plants to new industries, but has not
been. happy 'over the type of business it
caught by this bait. Some firms moved in,
took advantage of the free facilities for
five years, and then moved out again
when the time came, to pay their own
,way.
Much more must still be done in Ken-
• tucky, but we have made a start in the
right dreCtion. The Agricultural and In-
. dustrial Development Board has funds
provided by the 1948 legislature to dlir
much deeper intb -Kentucky's resources
so as to tell us, and the world, just what
the State has to offer. Former Governor
Keen Johnson suggepts' one possible de-
velopment that could result from further
expert study. pf the iron ore deposit in
the Between-the Rivers section of West-
ern Kentucky. He believes steel mills
could operate profitably there, in 'tin .area
almost barren of industry. We have only
been able to gqess at Kentucky's poten-
tials. Now we' are getting a peep at the
full picture, and it looks most heartening
for the future. (Courier-Journal '
Home Work For Children
By Ewing Galloway
"Let th kids leave their bookstiaps
home and their textbooks at school . .
The children are too tired to accomplish
any real results with home work."
In Chicago the oth4r ,day I clipped the '
foregoing 'out of the Herald-Examiner.
If it had come from a grade school prin-
cipal I would have thought little of it,
but a Northwestern University profes-
sor'-said it: It was Prof. W. C. Reityis and
'he was addressing 73 newly assigned
incipals in the Chicago elementarY
hooks. And the newspaper says: "The
incipals beamed approval as he said it."
Did you ever hear of grade pupils be-
g too tired to go over theirslessons'at
ht?. I'll cut the plural--Make it one
upil. If you ever heard of one, write. me-
letter aboet it.
Sinie personal experiences usually lire
ore eonvinciag than genetaliZaticeas
sing to tell you something first-hand.
feseyeral decades ago there was a grade
er In our Dixie Village school in
ndersontaitarokri; had aiMh children
rat home, after' a
day that lasted ftom 8 till 1 with
hour for lunch and two recesses last-
15 *nuke eacit. One chime went'
fOiy; AgreriXii` in six 111011thii,
pug* botii ix.thi 4111roone
P°1"; 0441$ lir al Set
And not one of 'them was stunted physi-
cally-or mentally by the experience Some
of them walked three miles to school,
three miles hack home, rain or shine,
snow or 'sleet!
Losing that teacher was a great mis-
fortune to. me. In subsequent years I
spent nearly all my school-day evenings
with Itte milker sitters In one of the vil-
lage -stores. Nowadays, most tovvri chil-
dren who do no home work'- spend their
evenings in the streets.
Teachers,. tlukt followed were run-of-
the-Mill. All of them were poor diciplinar-
ians. Home *ork was recommended to
the pupils but was not compulsory: I
know one pupil who, in years that follow-
ed, never learned as much in four terms
as he did under the teacher who as-
mended home .work and got it.
NoVvadays, most grade schools let out
at 2:45 p.m. 'The children are turped
loose to run at large the retht, ofwAlte 'day.
MaYi:it that is not so bad. But 2:45 till
hecitidie with noViing to do looks like
featherbedding with eidenlown ; which
means tieing the 'softest of all feathers.
If worm hours of Idleness every school
day sad a whole day al it every Satur-
day, le a- good way to build health, brains
espi_ ieharaeter the youngsters who are
to Woorne **Sons to tonlogiVqr. yew
repo* a lagI24,*
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SWORE IT ,IS TOO LATE
If you've a -.gray-haired' Mother
—In the old horde far away,
Sit down and write the letter—
You've put off day by day;
Don't wait until her -tired steps
—Reach Heaven's pearly ,gate,
But show her that you think of
her—Before it is too late.
The tender words unspoken, —
The letter never sent,
The long forgotten messages,
The wealth of love unspent:—
For these some hearts are break-
ing. — For these, some loved
ones wait; •
So show them that you care for
them — Before it is too late,
Author Unknown
" * * *
David, being an optimist, be-
lieved firmly . he would win one
of the door prizes at the opening
of the new DX-firestone store
Saturday. He didn't; and sug-
gested he would settle for a new
Louisville Slugger bat:
* * *
This new store, on what for-
merly Was one of the-most un-
Sightly corners of Princeton's
downtown district, is a thing of
beauty and a decided asset to
our community. When the old
building next door was painted,
the whole block on the east side
of Court .-Square got a Aortic.. 
Bocty Mays is receiving hearty
congratulations on his n e W
building . . . and commendation
for .his large expenditure, evi-
dencing faith in Princeton's
future.
* * * ,
Princeton gained another asset
last week when Itaiph Randolph
tidally closed the deal that
brings ,him back home as a bus-
inessman. He will -help in all
community enterprises,, which is
good business for his ,invest-
ment; and anyhow, Princeton.
. loses-too 'many of her fine young
men, is mighty glad to get one
back.
* •*. *
Further evidence that so-
called juvenile delinquency be-
gins at home was abundantly
provided last Thursday n i gt t
when* some 35 Boy Scouts took
part in a Court of Honor here
. .. and -fewer than a dozen
parents were present:
* * *
Boy Scouts work hard, in att •
fine 'a movement for =trot of
ywthful folly as the world has
ever' known, and when they as-
sertible ' to honor those of their
fellows who have achieved suf-
ficiently to be promoted Or to
be awarded; nierit badges
their parents_ ought to at least
lend their presence. Such riei-
lect of the most . ordinary
amenities ' is' enough to cause
boys to despair "in their efforts
to become upright men add lead-
ing citizens, in the best mean-
.
- 
• -Wing
• Graeepn.Pedley,
" Editor told Publisher,
Princeton Leader,
,Princeton, Kentucky.
Dear Mr. Pedley: . .
A good poem 'inuned "Tight-
Wile was published in ,our pa-
per April 15th and was broad-
cast over WRAF) April 19th. It
applies • to say .home town
Knightsville very wen. We tried.
to get a water system and, failed
and for many yearEnothing new
has been attempted. In the past
few months we have organized a
committee to raise funds for a
community' park by popular sae
scripti9n. We did it within three
weeks, yet we were opposed by
many of the; townspeople with-
out cause or reason Now this
area is of no value unless there
is human interest in develop-
ing the land and activities on it.
I sincerely believe that if all
the townspeople could have
Dick Oberlin read that poem.
they would begin to think more
of what makes a community
livable.
I would like a copy of your
poem and your permission to
have it published in The Brazil
Daily Times, Brazil, Indiana.
This paper gives our Town a
very good coverage. I would like
your permission to substitute
"Itnightsville" for "Tightvilre".
Yours Sincerely,
Phileas L. Boase, Treas.,
,Xnightsville CoMmunity Park,
Xnightsville, Indiana.
• •
ing Of'. the latter term.
* *
This is commencement season
and virtually. all parent. of sen-
iors who will be graduated
from high" school will attend
these ceremonies; yet the same
parents are neglecting to give
-proper encouragement to young-
er boys, who need this impetus
when they make hard earned
progress in Scouting. This'.'is
'passing strange; and not calcu-
lated' to yield dividends, except
in regret.
* * *.
• Thos. G. Robinson, a retired
soldier or 30 years' service and
a native of Caldwell county, is
coming home for a visit -In July,
he writes Pennyriler. Mr. Robin-
son is living. at Severn, Mary-
land, but has an 'abiding lo-ve
for this community and hopes
.to see many old friends here
this summer,.
* * *
'A new No. 32 Linotype ma-
chine, weight ,5,T31 pounds, left
Brooklyn, fr. Y., for The Leader
shop, April 28. When this gets
:here, we hope to render more
efficient service in lakth neWs-
Paper • and job printirfr.
The typewriter was invented
in 1887 by Christopher Sholes
Of 3dooresburg, Pa.
. ,
"our.
WOW f14.4.111
ritteetto.O. ara:1404 at ettn, Mot.
is the one, of course, that
• you spot at a glance.
This is the one that sends a string
of facts racing through your mind •
— if you know automobiles — the
instant you SOO the name ROAD-
MASTER spelled out on its fender.
Up to one hundred and fifty
Fireball horsepower. Eighteen
feet big - and spring-colt lively.
Gotgeously finished. Coil-spring
&ladled on all four wheels. Shod
with oversize tires that take extra
te4v pressures for added comfort.
Cavenient too — with push-
button controls not only for the
top, but for door windows and the
front-seat adjustment as well.
11
COURTESY 41
- -7--ArCORDINO (I., 'WIRER •
Peliteettcle civility; courtliness. An act of '
civility or roved. -
ACCORDING TO US:
you.
Courteous Service
IS YOURS WHEN YOU RIDE WITH
(
word as you are
or Ago le your seat,
400,Fitlent. A "thank
NAOS lpur people want
SIIM ft! ‘I IlChl SIII;IS
^
PAUSE AND REFRESH
AT BIG RED COOLER
DRINA
DOOM UPON Aunasm OP *0 COCA-000.A COMPAP* or
Hopkinsville Coca-Cola Bottling Company'
Mk Th.C..,3-4418
This, too, is the only passenger
car in this country where the
power plant does what gears used
to do.
Here's the one place you'll find
Dyna flow Drive,* in vAtich liquid
replaces not only the clutch and-
manually operated low, second
and high, but mechanical gear-
changers as well.
In short - here's liquid, case-end
smoothness in delightful new
degree,,through a sort of
"magic muscle" that lets
you forget about gear-
changing practically en-
tirely.
No wonder, then, this
ear is looked up to.
Tome In HENRY J. TAYLOR, Ritoual tRahroft, RAradave saRT,ILNYL
HILP ANIRlek POODUCI FOR PIACIN.TURN IN YOUR SCRAP IRON AND MIL
Looked up to for iwipressiVe
appearance — looked up to for
superlative ability.
Looked up to for what' newest
in engineering advances.
II your_standards call for a reel-
performer — and for quality a cut
above the ordinarily good —
specify Rom:mm.911ot when you See
yotir dealer -(with or without a
oar to trader) about getting an
orcier in.
MICK the* he's at M.,. fississves
* erNmee, WIVE' i'aeowa, 116644:,i;;4..i.; '''''
* TAPSR4HRU STYLING (*••••• ..111.0lomompL
* VISRA-SNISIDEO RIDS *SAINITYLLIGS-RINS
* Franmut 'own
* ROLIDAITS SASAMar * veto rootoutkruir
*00****MIX Con SPIOSOINO
* SOUND-SOMPt ror UMW (*•••••
' * DUORA Pt SPARS ADVANCE * ruti.er owesrair
*rod SMART MOOILS * SW HMS
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BUICK
Rowland Buick Company
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Int wesdL Its hit,
if w*sdg 4•OU1d be destroyed
•vilthnuit, Inirring the soil at all,
that 4v.(4114 .be all rikht,,for see-
041 OFIPOrShen4 anttiont, have
ProVel..14t-p1ig AhoTo
at the giounda line °gives pat
as good results, and even:bettqr.
results, then. deep stirring.One
excusi fiar. weeiting 'it garden is
to lbogete soil that 'has run t&-
Ifethe7, but' itch relief can only
ty of Itentucky. Ex- be temporary. 'that runs
ice, in his bulletin together lilteds more harem, .
able Garden Month Insect .Confroll kiroublesom
which is evailoble infect dn. gotatees coining 'up
• and' c.A the vegetable-
 plants In
'eetcorn, Geld en general is the black fleateetle:
i,.11Ow1ing•I'dell UAL It riddies`the :leaves with many
; cucumlaerar Long law holes, sometiehes killing the
raight tight; or opny plants., but alvitays setting- them
,for pkkling, Boston back; 
-The heat. way In stop tiffs
Fickle; eatitalOuPell, insect,is to spirii, with bpi:Oeauk.
Hale's Bet ; Hearts nifatuse. •Bordeting. iniature
Tip Top;' cymbilissi made of. bluestone., time', and
kite Scalloped. Start- 'water. it Must ,be used fresh
tneek; storing own' mixed as It spoils on itantilrig.
n Striped Cushaw, For 21/ gallon firta prepare
Hubbard; water- ."blueatone stock" by dissolving
e Mountain, Kleek- I !kiund'af bjuestone in 5 quartr
resistant: shoeing o.f. of water. 'A riote-rnetal contaTner
ermelen wilt is sus,. mtist be ased,,agil51destone "eats"
s, Stringless Green- metals. .. •' • ' ,
Pod Wax (151,4 and -Next; into" a larger ,pontaine'r
beans, King of• the such as-the tenk of a-,..3-gallon-
e Sieveo'YoPp'a, Pale conipsessed. air sprayer, -pour 9
Henderson''hush, qearts..of Water. Add.). quart of
r' lettuce, Co. Triiij bluestone- attrek,,aticl Cbunces of
scr,aened .hydrlited. lime. Then
stir-el shake theroly. •
This -way of making bbrdeaux
worth- mixture" calls only for"equipment
A. Mabry',
,
some gg4pti. 641
planting, uf yoaf
made by John g,
rden Specielist with
-▪ t4E6!N
Before 'long, the seedlings of
cuetunbers, squashes, eantalou-
pea and watermelons will break
through -- a critical time for
startilik 'the cootrol of striped
eUCtunber: beetles. This is the in-
sect ' that,,ceuSets- the complaint
-abotit ''etit'utnbers dying over
rirght: What actually happens,
easy to- get;. a sprayer, a crock
for, dissolving the bluest-one; 'a
corned -jig in Which to keep
thes.tinused :pprtion of ustfiek"
unt•Ilenorelarrdeatix needs to be
made, a. fruit jar or milk bot-
lle to measure it and the water,
and a measiare ffor the lime made
by eutting,ticiwn a baking pow-
der can, Bordeaux mixture for
use in dust form, called "copper
lime duet", can be obtaineddrom
se'edsmen and .druggists'. 'ft is
not -feasible to mix copper-lime
dust. at home.
For "potato bugs" add lead
afsenate, 2 rounded tablespoons
aer gallon of bordeaux. For
Aucumber beetles and' blight on
vine crops, and for the Mexican
beetle and blight ar, rust bn
beans, use bordeaux with inag•
nesium afienate added, 2 round-
ed tablespoons per 'gallon. On
beans be sure the undersides of
the leaves are covered.
Remember Mother's bay---Mayi9thi
Mothers of every age adore these' breeze-cool
dresses! They have great wide skirts, narrow
tiered skirts; conservative. "V" nect lines er low
necklines with caknebrief sleeves. Many have
good looking draped- skirts./ A practical', and
pretty gift! Siaes 12-20, 304,
Pretty, wide hemmed hats of Swiss straw „
braid, draped with' nylon tulle. Roue
straws-trimmed with bright rayon taffeta!
Natural, white, colors.
QUEEN MAKES PIES—Show-
ers and chill breezes put a
crimp inApple Blossom Festi-
val. rehearsal in Winchester,-
Va., so -Gretchen ..Merrill,
($bove), festival queen poses
;as an expert applie Pie maker.
Miss Merrill, 'national woman's
figure skating eampion front
Boston, Mass.,: reigned AS
Queen Shenandoah XXI in the
event April 29-30. (AP Wire-
photo)
however, is that the "over-win-
tered" beetles dive into the soil
cracks the seedlings make, and
there lay eggs that hatch into
worms that may kill some plants
outrikht„or wound them so bad-
ly that they wilrdie later.
The idea in the- qontrol of this
Insect is to sift a poison dust
Into the soil .cracks to kill the
worms there, and +o cntinue
dusting about the centers of the
hills to keep the adults at bay
later.
Two dusts are recommended,
a home-made one of calcium ar-
senate and "fiber-plaster" (nev-
er lime), one part to 15; the
other, a ready-mixed dust con-
taining 3 percent DDT. The best
way "to use either is- sifting
through a sack of porous ma-
terial.
For either, dusting should
start when the hills begin to
"hump". With the home-made
dust, at. least 10 applications
should follow, three days apart.
With the DDT dust, the interval.
sho dd. be seVen days and ..here
should be at least lime dustings,
all at the center of the hills.
Thus about 30 days of protection
is given but doubling the num-
ber of appliCations -will pqy. The
DDT 'dust costs more than the
other, but labor is safed using it.
Another troublesome insect
may be the melon louse that
curls up the leaves, stunts grow-
th and *sometimes kills entire
plants outright. For its control,
nothing' is better than 3-4 per-
cent rotenone odust SIS is used
against the Mexican bean beetle,
with the duster nozzle turned
up so that the lower sides of the
leaves may be reached.
Still another pest is the squash
bug that stings the runners, will-
ing them beyond that point, us-
ually causing the entire plant's
untimely death. It is a sucking
inse , bt.t rotenone and tobacco
..ars not stout enough to control
it. Lately there has come on the
market a new and more power-
ful contact killer, Sabadilla, that
DOORS OPEN
News rer.;resenting lives,. hopes,' dreams ands ambition; of those
who made up.the poptilage of Princeton and Caldwell count almost'
4..ae.k batter °ilium, Ysass.wiiicsecallscod -a* aregoku- Leaderfeature. The, articles are reproduted. 'tut al the Princeton re-porters, shortly after the'turn of the century, wrolp them.
September 7, 1926, Miss Mar-
gie Amoss, of Louisville, and her
'father, T A, 'Amiss, of -Louis-
ville, wpr4 gtosilts at- tile Hotel
Henrietta Sunday, their many
friends being delighted to see
I hem.
September 7, lett-Mrs. Brad-
ley Randolph and children have
moved ,to the Mrs. G. P. Good-
-win home tin Washington street,
.1 September 7, 1926. Miss LizSie
I Kinsolving, after having spent at 12:45 p.m. are: May 11, Keith
IAAr vacation here with her sis.., Vice, "What High Corn Predue-
ter, Mr, Ada Kinsolving, return-
ed to Louisville Sunday where
the is teaching school.
4 September 7, 1926. Miss Mar-
garet Randolph left yesterday
morning for 'Bowling Green,
where she will attend school.
September 26, 1926. Mrs. Di-
que Eldred and children have
returned from Richard's Land.-
.ing, Canada, where they, spent
the summer. George, who under,
went an operation for appendi-
citis while there, is recuperating
apd will soon join his brother,
Marshall, who left this after-
noon for Nashville; to re-enter
the Vanderbilt UniverittY.
September 21, 1926. Fred
Nichols and son; Fred, Jr., at-
tended the State Fair in Louis-
ville and report -a good fair and
good time.
;• September 24, 1926, Neal Sisk
came in yesterday afternoon to
make 'a brief visit to Mrs. Sisk
and little Miss Mary Neal, at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Waggener, on South Seminary
street. •
•tember 21, 19213Psof, Tony
Horn, who accompanied the
Smith Hughes team of the But-
ler High School to the State
Pair at Louisville last Thursday
and 'Friday, reports Henry Webb
as winning fourth'place in judg-
ing dairy cattle. The other mem-
bers of the team were Howard
McConnell and Herman Ste-
phens.
Septernber 21, 1926. Mrs. Sal-
lie P. Catlett has returned from
a pleasant, ten days' visit to her
son, George Catlett, and family,
In Louisville.
September 21, 1926, Mrs. G. W.
Lingenfelter and -- 'Mrs. J. G.
O'Hara were called to Madison-
ville today on account of the
death of a relative.
DAILY at 11111 P. M.
Saturday at ii A. M.
If brown sugar is stored in a
bread box it will keep moist.
A combination of lard and but-
ter or fortified margarine makes
n exceptionally flaky and flav-
orful pastry..
Add chopped green pepper and
red pimiento to scalloped or
creamed Potatoes for a festive
touch. , •
Sandwich thin slices of toma-
to between flat hamburger pat-
ties for a quick luncheon. dish;
top with relish or mustard. .
College Radio Programs •
J. E. Humphrey, field agent In
poultry, college of j)..gilettlitire
and Home Ecorlofnics, Universi-
ty of Kentucky, %ill discuss the
subject, "You Can Market Good
Bggs", on the regular college
radio program heard ov.tr WlitZ
on May 10. Other speakers and
their subjects to be heard daily
two Can Mean in Dollars and
Cents"; May 12, Robert H. Ford,
"Farm Newscast"; May 13, W.
W. Magill, -Prospects for Ken-
tucky Fruit Crop in 1948", and
,May 14, Robert H. Ford, "Ques-
tions from Farm People." On
May 15, at 12:15 p.m. Miss Aida
Henning will discuss "Some Re-
sults of Home Demonstration
werk."
is 'deadly to even adult ;bard-
shelled bugs. Or, the strategy
may be used to keep under close
ebsereation a handy' clrvite of
eggs, and when these hatch, give
a general dusting: paying parti-
cular attention to the leaves', un-
dersides and the center of the
plants_
A small should r of lamb,
when boned and ro ed, makes a
good roast for two: 9ajve it With
fresh or bottled mint sauce and
mashed potatoes.
your
TOMORROW
Today!
In recent weeks interesfrates on borrowed mon-
ey have increased. Will this trend continue into
1950 .. . 1960
No one can definitely, predict. But .. :regardlees
of how high future rates may go, you would pay
only 4 percent on any Federal Land Bank Loan
you make TODAY!
Are you fully protected against an increase in
rate on your present loan? If not, refinance it
now with a long ierui,,amortized Federal Land
Bank Loan. You'll have protection from. higher
interest from year to -year, And, you'llihave the
right to pay off any amount at any time, without
penalty.
A Federal Land Bank Loan made pow, means
the difference between security and anxiety.
Three Rivers National Farmloen Asso.
J. D. ALEXANI5ER, Secy, and Treas.
Phone 30
•Dieortadasting mon and women of
this sossamaity, who like quality products
aad,who appreeiate otteciandiag merit when purchas-
ing paiats for say or all pumices, will welcome our
appointment as evieisteive distributors for
OOSIFILINT FORTIN PAINT MIRVICZ
L'AiNTS,
FOR EVCIBY NSW AND F1.111PONE
As Clos-e As Your PHONE - - 87 -)
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"Killer McCoy" is not a
gangster picture but a'
i wholesome, delightful en-tertainment the entire lam-illy will enjoy.•
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COMIC
and
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Addefl l'reats!
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e -CHAPTERS OF
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• . •
. 
- "DESERT FURY" fe Technicolor . . GEESE 'CiARSON in verture• Mk" . • . "MT
IRISH ISOSIt'fro Technicolor with DENNIS MORGAN . . . wine CA is
' KNEW SUSIE," . • . SPENCER TRACY and LANA TURNER in "CASS
,144 FA,ANW TEA in "MIRACLE OF TIIM
*'
crathtg Week,
*Me4tteding Week.
This and National That
Shit Use one that leaves
mere weak in , the
theY love it--comee
like 9.14. That's cotton ear-
' time, auhl
'Fop, New Orleans can have its
KW& Gras, Pasadena its Tour-
• Moment • Of Roses, Omaha le
Ftontier Celebrations. But this
Cotton Carnival—thet's some-
ilthsg else, It's a fixture in the
Wes of everyone in the area—
• hen ...the families who actually
, pick the cotton in the hot fields
to these who operate the world's
laratist IPot cotton market'. in
Memphia.
Cotton means money. So cot-
ton is king—and during Cap-
nivel Week they all pay he (
fa the king as no other • /
does to its bread-and-b,
duet. The whole affair
revolving stage—like a grand
• ghee; with everything from
vaudeville to opera tossed in.
"There's a bit of the old time
catniaal down along Memphis'
once rowdy rivepfront. There's
street dances and gay Parades
• galore: Beale. St.—where Negri?
musician W. C. Handy gave
birth to .the blues—chimes in
with lei own idea of Puniest-
Week. They call if "the Cotton-
• Makers Jubilee". The famous
MAK
She
Co, ado& la scesteWeet' the
Way that the "Medd Of dtitiOnn
—Ness Matilda Nall this y,—
does the main carnival. HVerYa
one gets, in the big act. And
throughout the round of Partite
and private celebrations the cot-
ton theme is' the thing, that
makes It all tick like a huge
, -
clock gore crazy.
Political leader E. H. trump
takes part. Last year, 'his, niece
—Betty Crump—was queen, The
queen for the carnival is brown-
haired Berbera Gregg Hood, 22-
year-old Memph)s'. miss, who
says, "Tye had three fathers and
all of them were cotton men."
Hugh M. Brinkley, Arkansas
cotton planter, is her second fos-
ter father.
The king is wealthy delta cot-
ton planter Williain Howard
Stovall, 54, of a little Mississip-
pi community by .the same name.
Tuesday night, May 11, the king
and queen arrive on a lavishly
decorated Mississippi river barge
They, will be seated on twin
thrones with e halo of brilliant
lights shinkng down on them.
Overhead cott ore - made
'èlouds" will rail back and the
eolal pair will lead their court
down a scarlet staircase. They
will be given the key to the
over the long hard days of "study
you can eagerly Wok forward to a
promising future which those hard days
have assured for you.
Congratulations, boy and girl.
graduates, and please count us among
you- favored friends.
GETS NEW POST.— J. Vivian
Truman (above), the presi-
dent's brother, was netted
$7,100 a year director for west-
ern Missouri for the Federal
Housing Adniinistration, The
appointment was announced by
Granklin D. Richards, FFA
commissioner. Vivian Truman
Will succeed David H. Powell,
who resigned to beconie man-
ager of the Reconstruction Fi-
naece Cotp's, !Cilium' City
loan agency. (AP Wirephoto)
city—and that starts the carnival
officially. •
Car horns will toot, sirens will
blow and thousands of merry-
makers will lend their lungs to
tha -din. That's all against the
law during any other time of the
year in Memphis, "the nation's
quietest city." But it's all right
—during cotton cainival.
• 
STATEMENT OF
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
The undersigned, TJrey B.
Chambers, Willard Moore and
Ralph Randolph, having associ-
ated' themselves together to form
a limited partnership, hereby
execute and publish the follow-
ing statement, to-wit.
The names and address of the
partners are: Ralph Randolph,
.geeeral pa'rtner, Princeton, Ken-
tucky: Urey B. Chambers, spe-
cial partner, Princeton, Ken-
ttacky; Willard Moore, special
partner, Princeton, Kentucky.
The name of the firm is:
Randolph Motors, and the na-
ture of the business shall be the
operation of a garage and auto-
mobile sales agency-for the s.`e
of automobiles and, related pro-
ducts and, for the repair and
maintenance of motor vehicles
and rendering of service related
thereto. Which bteiness shall be
'transacted . in Princeton, Ken-
tucky. •
• 'The emount. contribete
each. partner, is as follows: ph
d4 by
Randelph-$13,333,33; Urea , B.
Charqbers-13,333.33; W i I lk r d
• The duration of the partner-
ship shall be for 50 years
This 20th day of April, 1948.
U: B: Chambers . 
,.
W. A. Moore
Ralph Randloph
State, of Kentucky
'County Of Caldwell
Subscribed and sworn to be-
fore me this April 27, 1948 by
U. B. Chambers, W. A. Iliqore
and Ralph Randolph, all of
EVER ONWARD, EVER UPWARD!
Your graduation from high school marks another mile-
stone in your climb up the ladder of success. ,
May we offer our most sincere congratulations on your
achievement,.We are proud of the fact that our services
may have been helpful, even in small measure, in Aid-
ing you in the attainra- ant of your goal, and we trust
that we rosy continue to servo you in the future.
• !Ay nee ). .
Have you thought at rtrunding
litrrnothere afid daughters for a
.Mother's Day -tea? 'the Sahli-
day before .Mother's Day would
he a gc7od time for the celebra-
tion. When I was in public
school I was ,always sorry that
my mother know so few of the
mothers of my classroom
friends, and I have a feeling lots
of youngsters feel the same way
now. This would be a good oc-
casion for a sp‘oup of mothers
and daughters to get acquainted.
The tea itself • can be simple
with beverages, sandwiches and
special cake. Add ice cream or
slukbet, of course, if you Like.
If you choose to make a Rose
ckde • ycw • will have some-
thing ainusually lovely. Although
the cake may sound comp) i,,atvd
when you first read the recipe
that follows, acutely the mak-
ing of it •isn't. You simply make
four leaf caketi, frost them with
a (taffy piek frosting, and insert
dark pink roses in the apace !eft
for a container in the center.
.• An unusually good, savory
sandwich filling is made with a
cup of finely ground cooked
frankfurters, a half-Cup of finely-
chopped walnuts, a tablespoon
of prepared =Marti and a half-
of mayonnaise or mayon-
naise-type salad dr.essing.
MOTHER'S DAY ROSE cmcc
3 1-4 cups sifted all-purpose
flour
4 teaspoons double-action 'bak-
ing powder •
% teaspoon salt
2-3 cup butter or margarine
1 1-2 cup ti eager,
V2 teaSPOderi rose extract
2 eggs
2-3 cup milk
2-3 cup water •
• Measure • out ingredients. '3
times. Mix tone at time in fol-
lowing mariner: Cream butter or
Margarine, sugar and rose •,eg
tract -until light and fluffy. Add
egg and beat. well: Sift flour
with baking powder • and salt.
Add about • half of the dry in-
gredients to creamed mixture
and abotitV
m
e'artilk and wa-
ter. Stir un sooth; add re-
maining dryt'ingredieots, milk
and water ahd stir only until
batter looks creamy. Have rea-
dy four well-greased and floured
heat-resistant glass loaf" dishes.
Fill one dish 9-4' full. Repeat
procedure and fill 2nd ...fish; re-
peat 'prOtedure and fill 3rd .dish.
Fill 4th dish with surplus ffom
each /nixing. Bake cakes in mod-
erate. (350 degrees F.) oven
about .45 mins. Remove frpm
dishes. Cool on cake rack., Trim
off 'edges to make 'sides per-
pendicular'. Arrange loaves it
rght. angles to each 'other. to
form a perfect square with open
square in the middle. Frost with
Fluffy .ftose Frosting. Arrange
Irtiproving Pastures
Foarteen farmers in nine
Meade county communities are
co-operating with County Agent
R. P. Cranacher in 'pasture Mr-
prove!rient work. Fields that had
been growing largely broome
sage, and .producing 'little feed,
were treated with limestone and
superphosphate and then reseed-
ed. Later, '1,500 to 2,006 pounds
of rock phosphate to the acre
will be applied.
Smooth plains an the moon
were mistaken for seas lljrarly
-observers.
There are 2,360,000,000 tenant
farmers ' in the United States
operating 312 million 'acres.
•
Kentucky, to me well known.
• John E. Young
Notary Public •
My Comm. Exp. Sep. 8, 1950
Collsgratulations are Is or.
end we're mighty prossd
• and happy to extend theolt1
stand
corner* :IOW ',Unreel let'M
large Mo. 22 te 30 servings,
7-11mlorritosie-rttorritier-
2 cups sugar
2-9 cup water
teaspoon cream of tartar
2 unbeaten egg whites
1 teaspbon rose extract
Red food color •
Combine sugar, water and
cream of tartar in saucepan With
tight-fitting cover. Boll 2 mins.
Pour over unbeaten egg. whites
in large bowl aid •beat with elec.
trie beater or rotary beater, Use
high speed Or beat fast when
syrup is added. Beat 7 to 10
mins, or until frosting stands in
peaks. Add rose extract and
color. Spread thickly on inside
of loaves Press together firmly
to f(•rm square. F,•ost and swirl
top as dvslred. Will Itost
loaves.
tihietecto*°14aitYQhiklae:trin.:hitrtiob"' flw -
Champion tattlaceo
grower: His nine-tenths of an
acre lacked only 34 pound* of
producing a ton, The crap sold
for $1,072.0e, which left him
$840.22 after deducting rent on
the land, cost of labor and plants
and other expenses.
The land on which Shields
produced his big crop was once
a red clay peach orchard. Then
it was manured and fertilized
for pickles. Cover crops were
grown. Now it is almost blaek,
with a clay subsoil, capable of
producing a ton of tobacco to
the acre
---
Fifty percent of ArnerIcan rat-
I' ;IP eri in the :dug( lands
of 17 wo, tirrt Adle.
... the first time you walk dosyn the street
• after you've doffed your clip and gown we
are going .to single- you out for special
•attention. We share your happiness and
a,
sense of achievement, and our sincere con-
gratulations and hearty good willies
-*sipped up in this message. '
John E. Young
ins. Agency
108'S. katrison St. Phone 25
away lawn weeds!
• Need tio-More,
4D spray,
rids yolUr
lawn of weeds
s100!
• SPECIAL OMR
Weed•Nolitore (8 ea No
Weed-No More spoy,
SOU ONLY $1.21
el nu.,
Imagine, with Weed-No-More you CID kill dandelions,
plantain, ugly broadleaf weeds as easily, es you water
your gardenl just mix Weed-No-More with *ate,
according to directions. Pour into any gallon or a
gallon jug, attaching the new Weed-No-More spear-
(shown above) and. spray away! Will
set harm common lawn grasses. In a
few short weeks unsightly weeds a,
vaniskyour hown grows more beautiful 4Nil
and luxuriate than ever before! Here
.is truly a workless -way to weediess
Phone 321
Try Leader elassifid Ad& — They get
LOok who gets squeezed 1.
Union leaders representing less than one-tenth of railroad employes'
reject recommendations of President's Emergency board—refuse to
negotiate except on their own terms—threaten to paralyze nation by Strike!
WI mavens of three railroad unions, rep-
resenting lea than mantas& of all railroad
employees, have called • retread strike that
weak paralyze the nation.
Mega leeders refuse to accept a 15% cents
an hour wage increase 'retroactive to Novem-
ber 1, 1947. 'Me)ntime", was recommended
by an impartial Woergency Board %pointed
by President Trunian.
Ihis,ancrease of 15% cents already has been
by the 19 other railroad mem But
'the 'WoMintood of Locomotive
ilathe Boothsehooded Iszoomiaem Fireman
Engelman, and the Switobasen's Union of
North Amor* won't accept what snore than
90% of ell road'oemployes kave• accepted.
They have called a ser• to get • • -!
Tinfoils retnee Iles IT!
CeretiP 
'loss
veal
• by
Ron
they demand that the railroads put into effect
ALL thi Champed they *shed Son indudher
these the Reed hit shwa - be denied.
On ton 01.0d0, they beset etit certain 'rules
cliental ProPorid by the itallreeds be with-
drawn—in- spite ot tits tiet.lbet dis Reed
recommend& demi Theis goatee leaders
have refuted to segodate Mead vein them
arbitrary toren
after hearing evidence for 33 days, made
recommendations 'based on all ale lade hi
the case. The railroads have accepted three
reesaimatedlibm.
Who's to
Although they deplored ac large an extra cost
burden, the railroad' acc4ted the report of
the Board beanies they felt it was in the pub-
lic 'interest to uphold the irit and intent of
the Railway Labor Act.
Rare is a
ritta"llOf average 
earninp ad engineers
end firemen for MO
(pre-war) end 1141.
• Alsoidenmiswitet
• 
Turr?
ld 
havtnth S cents
r
befellse71"Itthrough-
aA.1.....he
Znatiet=oirs,
Out the lathe year
Het
— - -
In contrast, this etwiloteliFP ran*
union leaders are to flout do
intent and spirit of the woo' Labor 54
and dictate their own terms.
They have dictated • "paralyzing ilairod
strike. '
You 'Will be the victim!'
How ti assil erideth .American "II
e and abbe thode
on of the rule la etre truaTtna
of the etiligadios to preside trans
Hew bag auk Ark.Asowleas puople 
a her *Uteri& anise leaders to dent
Prs9Pmak WM& Ise peaceful pettkelf
se ogispeilese-
rem seldom endows settlesunis !hi tr!
either b .1601E,, vist, a Ott !
often Weir Vlore* am
be bold subsedieste le tbe 11110111"
welisse. not Is 'why the alba& laws'
eagle& the lishicrewier DMA resseeneob-
tillig* In" bdrilvirff tho babog 
et dam
three oder *dr dad"
to call • paralysiter =1,r
SOUTHEASTERN RAILI
- time will go into another •statst
. _
and start a beaver trapping isro.k
Jere These beaver ' be. re!
om Kentucky turned to Kentucky ‘end releasr
ed in the Motmtain area. 4 II
pointed out that • beavers t• are
excellent Roil and tvateNctinser,-
vators and when the streas,
are populated with this' rionnai,in The Kentuc-
erosion and flood menaceswilL
Refuge near Gol-. be reduced.
Placed In
Over State,
Ys
come Co an end
n in about two
approximately 100
er taken by "oho
at project , leader,
he trapping ac-
eer have been re-
Three Forks Ref-
lfe county; Mam-
ational Park, Rea-
fuge, in McCreary
Kentucky Ridge
11 county, and the
at Refuge, in the
ty area.
and release pro-
--
To date more than' 400;000
trees, plants and vine have. bees
distributed this spring from the
division of Game and Fish Nur-
sery to farmers throughout the
State, More will be distributed
during the spring period and
during the fall still more will be
available to farmers. The dis-
tribution is made in cooperation
with Soil Conservation District
leaders, who recommend to
farmers the type and number of
plants and trees required by
their land. Plants then are sent
to division district supervisors,
by whom they are distributed to
8 O'Clock Lodge Room
All Brothers Plan To Attend
Hillery Barnett, Seciy.
1ST TEEL US HOW MUCH CASH YOU NEED
WANT TO SERVE YOU . YES INDEED
13iC.C1)(414-il
•-ob
. Wianisolithet simpie.
and tell us how much
ft". and we can prob- •
the money ready when
In. No annoying de-
Inquiries to Mends ortioisozzoszs-
Your signature and a
come or. the principal,
Is. It's the sinsp4r.busi-'
WaY to solve your &Grp.;
sins. Phithe w come irs
UP TO TWENTY MONTHS TO PAY
WOMEN LET DOWN HAIH, AND LET DOWN BUD-
DHIST — When Venerable Lokanatha, Buddhist miss-
ionary priest from Burma, arrived at a lecture club in
Los Angeles, Calif., the night of April, 27, he was sup-
posed to walk across a carpet of ,human hair provided by
a dozen, women because "Venerable is not ,perthittedi to
walk on ordinary pavement," according to his spokesman.
But, permitted to or not, Venerable clearly'is walking on
ordinary, pavement because only' one of the women had
hair long enough to spread before him. (AP Wirephoto)
farmers.
The plant and , tree program
answers a twofold'e need: Plant-
ings ftirnish pro fion for the
soil and eventually will produce
lumber, and they are 'of the type
that offer protection and food
for wildlife. More than a million
plants and trees will be distrib-
uted form the game farm this
year.
A fishing census inaugurated
by the fishing department of the
Division of Game and Fish this
year has shown each fisherman
in the State this season ha a so
far captured a little, more than
half-a-fish an hour. The survey
is in connection with Conserva-
tion officers' work.'
Further, the report shows, the
average fisherman takes one and
one-tenth fish a trip, and that
the average fishing trip lasts but
one and seven-tenths hours. The
early report covers only the first
'(or bad) part of the season, and
the catch is expected to increase
with arrival of better weather
and improved water conditions.
Club Plans Scholarship
A $2,000 scholarship to help
give' a Simplon county boy or
girl a medical education is one
of the projects of the Simpson
County Utopia Club. The gener-
al program of the club includes
civic, educational and recreation-
al activities. It participates in
all 4-H club events.
tted Plants: Here are all the favorites
GloxiniasHydrangeas
Fuchias
Geraniums
Begonias Gardenias
Some Varieties Start At $1.00
NT STANDS With 3 Fired Pots,. $3.50
RCH POTS Planted to Bloom. $1.50 up
NTERS in Copper and Pottery. 75c up .
4lowe44.1atioiules Tao!
Roses - Carnation - Snapdragon -Gladotius
TERING POTS Filled With Spring Flowers $2,50
Other Wats': Arrangements.
RS In Roses • Cornot
TAFOlini i)fki
LEXINGTON — Pre-historic
FelsOm mar., earliest human to
leave any positive record of life
in North America, probably
Eoamed o r Kentucky during
?he glacial p iod 10,001! to 15,-
000 years ago, according to Dr.
W. S. Webb, noted University
of Kentucky; archaeologist.
Delivering the annual
required of the U.K. faculty
member selected as "Distinguish-
ed Professor of the Year," Dr.
Webb unraveled the sequence of
events in the occupancy of Ken-
tucky before the time of writ-
ten records.
"Our own state of Kentucky,
because of its many hundreds of
miles - of streams. . .moderate
climate, many caves and rock
shelters, and natural soterces of
food, was a land well adapted
to the needs of pre-historic man
. . .The first humans are believ-
ed to have migrated into this
state in search of big game.
"Folsom man was a mighty
hunter, a killer of big game. .
who once roamed at will over
the state. .probably during the
period 13,000 to 8,000 B.C."
While a definite chronological
framework has not yet been de-
veloped for the Southeastern
-United States, according to Dr.
Webb, the pre-history of Ken-
tucky may be 'divided into five
major time periods'-
1. Period of Early Man, about
13,000 to 8.000 B.C.
2. Period of Archaic Man,
about 500 B.C. to 500 A.D.
3. Period of Adena Man, about
500 to 1,300 A.D.
4. .Period of Mithtle Mississippi
Man, about 1,400 to 1,600 A.D.
5. The Period of Historic Con-
tact, approximately after 1,600
A.D.
"Kentucky is second to no
other area in the possession of
opportuntiy for the survival of
archaeological records," he ex-
plained. 'The Ohio River rough,
ly marks the southern extremity
of the last glaciation. . .Any re-
rpains left by early man in Ken-
tucky might, therefore, have es-
caped destruction by the ice and
might have had some chance of
survival.' . ."
NUNN:
BETTER
711'4,16
POULTRY FEED
far %AB( MOO.
for C., ‘,,./ING Rocas
.tO, I , <ftriS
F NUNN-11E11FR
AU 1 ,44 '5151 4OR
FtiCoGtP POW RW PR Of it'.
on- * -twa —bays
ILO; to 'represent Kentucky at
the National 'erK Cub Camp. hr
Viashirigton, in June is announc-
ed .kom the. CoJisse of Agricul-
.
ture and Hanle Economics, Un-
Iversity lif Irantucky. . 1
Jewell Merle Ellis, of Boyle
county, has done much of the
sewing for her family, which
includes four brothers and four
sisters. The past year she made
348 „garments valued at 51.417.
She was ed'unty sewing cham-
pion for five of the nine years
she was in club work. She now
is al freshman in the College of
Agriculture. and 'Nome Econo-
mics.
Jack Heller, of Oldham
county, was Kentucky 441 gar-
den champion in 1947. He also
was county garden Champion
four of the seven 'ears he has
carried the 4-41 garden project.
In addition to gardening two
'acres himself, he and his bro-
ther grow 15 acres 'of corn and
two acres of tobacco. He also
raises chickens. The net • value
of his club work the past year
was $1,536.
- Thomas Phillips, of Simpson
county,- was Kentucky 4-H sheep
champion in 1147. His 20 ewes
the past year raised 27, lambs
and the income from lambs and
wool averaged $37.44, a ewe. He
also was district tobacco cham-
pion the past year. He has been
in club work nine years, and in
that time his sheep .have netted
him $2,200 and his tobacco $1-
750.
Polly Ann Stovall, of Logan
county has done, outstanding
work in canning and ,clothing
making. She has made 63 gar-
ments for herself, including a
threepiece suit, and values her
sewing at $1,018. A part of her
training included traveling 13
miles on Saturdays to attend 'a
ta-iloring school.
Balbo Rye, Vetch
Make Good Paster
From 15 .acres of balbo rye
and vetch, Willie Lucas of Let-
cher county has had pasture for
15 head of cattle for 55 days,
which, according to Farm Agent
Robert If. Fike, has saved Mr.
Lucas more than $10 a day..., In
addition, he will have a luxuri-
ant crop to turn under. Lucas is
developing his farm through the
use of grasses, notes the county
agent, having sowed 153 pounds
of Ky. 31 fescue, 1,400 pounds of
lespedeza and 900 pounds of
orchard grass. He plans also to
sow 32 bushels of spring oats.
tont tinsels gina three local land, the ugtit 
-three rillis' ..,
_ *
. .
banks, the dairy 'industry in .tered• cows and, two beiferec. two Allyway:eitio *4 , , .. .
Muhlenberg county promises to grade heiferS anci..Orie 'rlifigtect ,'.',., '...:„ ' • '"-,AhOlifir.,be on the up-grade thrpugh the ed bulls. Local hanks cOoDerated , .10,1$ IT. - -
addition of several Acid of ,by buying three More regilitered
, * wtieinesvi Vb. sesester . •Brown Swiss cattle, Farmer g- bulls.
S. Seminary St.
Guaranteed Genuine Ford Tractor Parts
Phone 284-i
Hundreds of Thousands of Times.
Hundreds of thousands of post-war Dodges are
now in the hands of owners. They have advanced
average man's or ,woman's concepiion of a nieCar, car.
They have invaded all car markets regardleSs oflrice.
They have delivered riding and driving qualilies'not
known before. They continue to offer a new' world 'of
automobile experience. You can act with confidence-
on these facts today.
OFFICE OUTFITTERS
• If you are thinking of outfitting' your office
with new furniture and equipment let us help
you with your needs. We cony in stock nation.
.olly known lines in the following: -
Desks
Chairs
File Cabinets
Safes
-
Adding Machines —
Calculators
Check Protectors
"Everything for the Office"
CORNETTE'S
702 So. Main Uopkinsvilie Incorporated
...1 ....fader Classified Ads — They get results! 
e
4 
•
TRAPPED UNDER WRECKED • AUTO — Arrow points to arm .of Walter Manel of
Mantua, N. J., just before he was pulled from wrecked auto early May 3, in a two-
car crash which injured five persons in Philadelphia. An unidentified man in ex=
tractIng Manel's wife, Jennie, from the wreckage. The Manels were admitted .to
Hannemann Hospital. (AP Wirephoto)
Deep sea wawr pressures con
dense the volume of the water
so much that if all sea water
were to eicallind to its norm
volume the ocean surfaces woul
be 90 to 100. feet higher thanFOR SALE!
•
Nice, modern log dwelling located overlook-
ing city. Approximately 11/2 acres of ground.
•
An opportunity for anyone desiring a beauliful home.
Shown by Appointment Only —
John E. Young]
Tel 25
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Princeton, Ky.
is.
\
TOT&4,
\ I /
F 118
/
4/
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AS YOU CROSS
THE THRESHOLD
carrying you from
school days into the
adult world, please add
our name to your list
of well-wishers. May
the full meesure of suc-
cess be yours in the
years to come,
Tandy's Grocery
Bon Voyage
We join with the entire community in bidding you, mem-
bers of the Class of 1948,„a ford farewell as you close the
door on your high school career. Through your years of
bard work and perseverance, you justly merit ale Award
which is represented by your graduation.
Pleasant Sailing
That is our Wish for you as you set sail on the Sea of Life.
Whether you continue your education or seek employ-
ment, we know that you have the ability to navigate the
uncharted WSW; which lie ahead. Steer a steady course
anthrou ultimately will drop andsor% the Port of Success.
•
B. N. Lusby Co.
Deaths-Funerals Two Lose Auto
John e Hanysoent 
John 
Veal
Hanson Drivers' Rights
Veal, killed in action during There were 57 cases on the
World War II in France, is be- April police court 'docket, with
ing returned to relatives here fines and costs totaling $981, and
Thursday, May 6. , actual collections Or $766.60, in-
Funeral services, conducted by eluding $15 from old replevin
Rev. Tom W. Collins, pastor of bonds and $10 from parking me-
the First Churistian Church, ter violations. April replevin
will be held at the Woodruff bonds totaled $103.50; 
_
Cemetery, in the Lewistown Drivers' licenses were revoked
neighborhood, Friday afternoon in two cases in which fines o
at 2 o'clock. $100 each and (-Oats wese asseo-
sed on charges of operatingSurvivors ,include his mother,
motor vehicles while under theMrs. Pearl Veal; three sisters, influence of intoxicating liquor.Mrs. Ada Lamb, of this county, 
''—neports to the City CouncilMrs. Ausie Stallings, of Cutler, Monday night, for the month ofIll., Mrs. Lorena Barnes, Chi- April, showed disbursements
Dewey from the city treasury aggregat-
of this ed $5,487.86 for the month, with
balances totaling $10,328.48 over
$8,500 available for operating
xpenses.
Receivable accounts in water
epartment for April aggregated
62,311.35, with 1,430 meters in
rvice of a total installation of
1,549. Only one fire call was re-
ported for the month, with an
expense of 065 f o r firemen'sitr
cago and two brothers,
and Elwood Veal, also
counts'.
Charles Stewart
Charles W. Stewart, 62, who
died May 2, in the Madisonville
Hospital, was buried in Liberty
Cemetery Tuesday afternoon
following funeral services at
Morgan's Funeral Home at 1:30
o'clock. Last rites were conduct-
ed by Rev. Bass, Paducah.
Mr. Stewart is survived by
his widow, two daughters, Mrs.
Vernon Locke and Mrs. John
Brown, of Michigan; five sons,
Jewell, Herbert, Raymond, J. L.
and William Stewart, also of
Michigan; two- sisters, Mrs. B.
B. Boitnott, Princeton, and Mrs.
C. R. Barnes, Paducah, and two
brothers, Paul Stewart, Padu-
cah, and Ellis Stewart,
Princeton.
Mrs. Hilda Hall
Funeral services for Mrs. Hil-
da R. Hall, 25, who died at her
home in Chicago, April 29, were
held at the Caldwell Springs
church in Crittenden county,
with burial in the church ceme-
tery. Mrs. Hall is survived by
hert husband.
Isaac H. Gray
Funeral services for Isaac if.
Gray, 70, who died at his home
in Eddyville, April 30, were held
at Hickory Grove cemetery, Ed-
dyville, May 2, at 2:30 o'clock,
with the Rev. L. J. Knoth offi-
ciating.
Born March 6, 1878, Mr. Gray
is survived by his widow, Mrs.
Abbie J. Gray; a son, Wood
Gray, Wayne, Mich., two daugh-
ters, Mrs. B. F. Goodman, De-
troit, Mich.; Mrs. L. J. Waitkua,
Los Angeles, Calif., and a sis-
ter, Mrs, R. C. Butts, also of
Los Angeles.
Masonic services were held at
the graveside.
That_litde
BLACK SPOT
in. the Center of the target' la
lard to kit, but keep your eyg
on it, graduates of 19481 We
just know you're going hit
ntalke ysKt; merit in skis world,
sad we wish yea warble of
lewd
Lostar ys.s Sawace St.
Some of the craters on the
moan ate 140 miles across..
,
Hig way To B. Enforaid-
_ Irv*: 
, jet-way Department -his -WkrIsi
it the law prohibiting coinntgr-
lal advertising signs on high-
way right of way will be ettictly
enforced. M. r Johns011i main-
tenanc‘ directar. said all dis-
trict engineers have been in-
structed to warn offenders and
to take steps to proiccute them
if the signs ire not roil-loved.
To make Chocolate cream
Cheese Frosting melt unii square
(one ounce) of unsweetened cho-
colate in, a small bowl over hot
water. Remove and let the bowl
cool. Stii in a, few tablespoons
of 'milk, halt a package of
cream cheese and about a cup of
confectioners sugar; beat until
entirerS, smooth. If the frosting
is not as thick as desired a little
more.sugar may be mixed in.
The cord "tulip" is derived
from the Turkish word "tur-
ban".
N
Come To —
VETERANS' OUTPOST
on beauti''ul Kentucky Lake
Boats For Rent
DAY OR NIGHT
Reasonable Rates
Cross ferry at Eddyville-.--dilve directly down Highway
— 
21 miles fur= Princeton
Operated By VFW 5595
FOr reservations, write "Outpost", Piercy, ,
2, E.lcIyvlIle, Ky.
 - Graduation Gif t
You have just turned a page
in the Book of Life. It is
headlined in letters of gold,
"Graduated from High
School, 1948." Its a proud
page, and we congratulate
yout
... and, as your hopes take
wings, may we voice our
hope that the same spirit
that has animated you to
achieve this present success
will carry you on to still
greater accomplishments.
WALKER'S
BEAUTY SALON
Homes - - Farms
One' 115 Acre Farm, 41/2 Miles West of
Princeton, 3-room dwelling, geed condition. New stock
barn, ever larding water — 26 acres Umber -- possession at
once ---. Priced leas than $20.00 Per *ere-
A Nice Clean Home on Maple Ave.
5 rooms and bath, large lot 62iI40. Priced for immediate
sale.
One of Princeton's Finest Homes.
On Hopkinsville St. Large spacious lawn — II large rooms,
3-story — all modern conveniences.
163 Acres in Fredonia Valley. '
Dwelling, barn, grainary, henhouse, smokehouse — plenty of
water, near school, bus route, 2t4 mi. of Fredonia — Priced
for quick sale. 27,350.60.
' 165 Acre Farm - Good Buildings.
On Fredonia-Shady Greve read 
— $OWN.
190 Acres, 2 Dwellings, Born'
tie Acres, 2 Dwellings, Barn, Ever Lasting Water — onCerulean Highway 514 mi. E. of Princeton.
C. A. Woodall
INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
PHONE 54 117
AGENCY
MAIN ST.
Wrist +Watches
Luggage
Bill Folds
Pocket 'Watches
Books
Testaments
•
Stationery
Dresser Sets
Bibles
Fountain Pens
Jewelry
Eversharp Pencils
SEE OUR BEAU'FIFUL COLLECTION OF GIFTS
FOR ALL OCCASIONS-;
CORNET TE'S
WALLPAPER
HOPKINSVILLE
DINNERW
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.51 NYLONS
Give her Humming Bird Nylons! So
beautiful she'll wear them for gradua-
tion day. So strong sh4;11 wear them
many, many days more! Exquisite fit,
'fine tailoring, sheer flattery — all yours,
end hers, iniatimming Bird 51's. Smart,
deep shades. Sizes 81/2 to 101/2.
Princeton Shoe Co.
EACH'S in Hopkinsville
50" ANNIVERSARYCELEBRATION
•
BARGAINS GALORE
BlaDIVIDENDS IN EVERY DEPARTMENT
FOR INSTANCE: YOU CHOOSE A LIVING ROOM SUITE FOR $209.00 - - - YOUR DIVIDEND,
A TAaBLE GROUP OF THREE TABLES - - - VALUE $45.00.
Kitsch Furniture Co.
dba•
•••
TON SATIN SLIP
Ride Up!
$2,98&
beautifully, irons
Quote tearose
• boat 32-44.
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't Ride Up!
98 & $3.98
beautifully; irons
hoose tearose.
m 32-44. .
WHITE •
DKERCHIEFS
e Net Edge
¢ & 49¢
fr om :Gur lovely
. Nice for giving
ourself.
Y HANDBAGS
I Rayon Lined
.98 & $2.98
patent or calf grain
colors for Spring or
the "new leek"
1BSON GIRL
BLOUSES
$3.98
tray of denture laee
ke.d front and ja
lea in fatly-tee I sun:
itp rayon ;
ence Nichols, sister of the bride
and Mr, Nichols.
The bride *ore a blue .sui
with navy blue accessories, an
her corsage was of white gar
denies.
Mrs. Bray is a graduate of But
ler High School and for the las
5 years has been an employe
the So. Belts. Tel. and Tel, C
here.
The couple is at home in rAr-
*twine, bid., where Mr. Bra
Is employed.
)rthday PartyMrs. Russell Menton entertain
ed with a birthday party las
Monday afternoon, honoring he
little son, Eddie.
Refreshments were served t
Nita Rogers, Rita Rogers, 'Bque
sky" Rogers, Larry Rogers, Her-
by Faught, Janette Ray Black
burn, Kay West, Peggy Phe
Donna Quertermous, Dean
Lynn Traylor, Sharlon Ann Ba
ker, John Ray Baker, Jeane
Daughtery, Daryl Daughtery
Brenda Fay Blackburn, Richi
Blackburn, Carrle Glenn Eld
ridge, Carolyn Coryway, B
Smith, Sue, Ellen Smith, Mar
Lou Holloman, Charlotte Hollo-
man, Betty Sue Holloman, Va
Crider Yandell, Jerr: Perkins
Charles Melton, Mary Nell Mel
ton and the honoree.
Mrs. Dave Perkins, Mrs. Pau
West, Mrs. Malcom Blackburn,
Mrs. Lawrence Blackburn, Mrs.
Jessie Traylor, Mrs. Eucli
Quertermous, Mrs. W. B. Con
FIFTH AVENUE HOSE
$1 .49 pr.
Filmy 51 gauges.. .20 den-
ier nidon. Clear, srnooth
and flattering, for vacation,
holiday, dress or work.
Made for extra long wear;
81/2-101/2.
RAYON BRIEF
PANTIES
Circular Knit
39¢ to 98¢
Elastic wait; flared leg
style. 'Naivete small, med-
ium and large.
BRIGHT PRINT
SCARFS
Oblong Style 98¢
Sheer ninon with sturdy
:oiled edges. Foer color
combinations.
RUFFLED-CUFF
GLOVES
Sixes 61/2 t6 8 $1.49
Tricot rayon with soft doe-
skin finish. Choose .White
or chamois.
way, WS. Bill Smith, Mrs RUtil
Rogers, Mrs. Eddison Doug/duty,
Mrs. Veldin Yandell
Woman's Club To
Meet Friday, May 7
The Princeton Woman's Club
will no:et Friday, May 7, at 2:30
o'clock, at the George Coon Li-
brary, in observance of ."Poetry
Week". All members are urged
to attend, Mr$, Sam Jones, sec-
retary, said Tuesday. .
Mrs. Rurneey Taylor returned
to her home on Locust street
last Wedhesday night, following
an appendectomy at Princeton
Hospital. Her condition is re-
ported to be satisfactory.
• • •
Mrs. Henrietta Smith and
daughter, Ann, of Paducah, will
arrive Friday night for a week-
end visit to Mr. and Mrs. H. W.
Nichols, N. Har/isoan street.
Miss Barbara Sue Graham was
the recent week-end guest of
Miss Majorie Steenbridge at the
University of Kentucky, Lexing-
tcf.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Al Thomas Page
and little daughter, Gail, of
Richmond, dpent last week-end
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
L. E. O'Hara, Hoplcinsville Road.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Hickman Bald-
ree Frankfort were recent
guest of her father, C. A. Wood-
all, and Mr. Woodall.
• • •
7 Mr. and Mrs. J. Gordon Lisan-
by and children, Roger and Bar-
bara, have returned from Sara-
sota, Fla., where they visited
her, sister, Mrs. John 0. Reid.
• • •
Misses Joan King and RoseUa
Cotton, students at Mount St.
Joseph's, Owensboro, spent last
week-end with their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. King, W.
Main street, and Mr. and Mrs.
Francis Cotton, S. Seminary
7 et.Mr. aqpi Mrs. Bill Holsapple
and children. William Forrest
and BOMA% of liopkinsvillle,
spent several days last week
with his sister, Mrs. Melvin
Fralick, and Mr. Fralick, Daw-
son Road.
• • 
Mrs. Guy Steve
•
ns, Blackfoot,
Idaho, arrived Tuesday to spend
a month with her mother, Mrs.
Sallie P. Catlett, Washington
street.
Mrs. T. es Skit.chell has re-
turned to her home in Spring-
field, Mo., after spending a year
in her home town here.
• • •
Mrs. Luise Hay, Farertersville,
will return home today (Thurs-
day) from Jennie Stewart Has-
'iv". lic; Mid. 0- isiti whit haw"( la
•ttsIre 'on ./Elkad, ethibitint Yell that Coutiti, abut your atti•
eihke-ahe-etade-laddia-ittiand tude towart1.41.9 •
" Vieeltatifd CatilitrY -  •
Of the liVotid Meeting In. Holland
last SepteMber.
' Mrs, Luella Canterbury, psy-
. cb.blog*t of Chicago, told the
'Homemakers not to let non-
essentials such as envy and wor-
ry, clutter isp their lives. 4KceP
your life happy and have faith",
she said. "Seek and ye shall
REUNION OF TORNADO VICTIMS Dottie Lou John-
son, 4, was very pleased when nurses at St. Mary's hos-
pital in Clarksburg, W. Va., brought her brother, Leroy,
eight months, to visit her (May 3), but Leroy didn't share
her enthusiasm. Both children and their parents were in-
jured in a tornado which struck their home at West Mil-
ford the night of May 2. (AP Wirephoto)
pital, Hapkinaville, where she
underwent a major operation
last week. Her condition is re-
ported as satisfactory.
• • •
Mr. 'and Mrs. Lonnie Cart-
wright, Horpkinsville street, will,
leave Tuesday for Portland,
Oregon, for a visit to their son,
Edward.
• * • •
Eurey C. Lacey, Princeton,
was discharged Monday from
Riverside Hospital, Paducah, fol-
following treatment,
• • •
Mrs. Glenn Bright and daugh-
ter, Bienda. are visiting her sis-
ter, Mrs. Arnold Wahlfeld, and
family, in Peoria, Ill. Mrs.
Wahlfeld is the former Betty
Collier.
Dr. and Ites..W..L. Cash and
the Rev. and Mrs. flurnmere
Brinson have returned from
Boston, where Dr. Cash and
the Rev. Brinson attended a
Methodist general conference.
Dr. Cash is a member of the
national Methodist board of
pub ' stions.
• • •
Prudence Polk, Nash-
ville, Tenn., is the guest of her
sister,. Mrs. Dique 'Eldred, and
,Mr. Eldred, W. Main street.
• • •
‘M i s s Arnold Owen, Newnan,
Ga., will arrive Tuesday for
a week's visit to Miss Dorothy
Ann Davis.
The population iirf the Union
of South Africa is now more
than 11,000,000 but when the
British came there 130 years ago
it was only 50,000.
Give years of star-
timed accuracy! Give
Elgin, the only watch whh
the DeraPower
flad es**, spring that assures time-
• keeping performance..
Bliminatts 99% Of
watch repairs due
'to steel male-
spring failures.
Denham's 'Jewelry Store
PHONE 7
Pennyroyal District
Members Have Style
Revue And Lectures
At the first' Pennyroyal Dis-
trict meeting of the Kentucky
Federation of Homemakers to be
held in Princeton, last Friday
744 Homeinakers visitors were
registered, Home Agent Wilma
Vandiver said.
Mrs. J. H. Duvall, district dir-
ector, presided at the meeting,
with sessions held in the Cag>i-
Mrs. W. K. Morris, federation
tol Theater and the courthouse.
president, talked of "Homemak-
ers as Better Citizens". She em-
phasized that homemakers
should keep themselves inform-
ed on world conditions and
strive to have an understand-
ing of other peoples and customs.
Approximately 40 Homernak-'
ers from Muhlenberg, McLean,
Hopkins and Trigg counties took
part in a style revue showing
tailoring suits and coats made
in special tailoring courses un-
der direction of Miss Dorothy
Threlkeld, field agent in
clothing.
Miss blyrtle Weldon, State
leader of home demonstration
If fruit juices are chilled 'in
the refrigerator, befor!ii serving
they need not be diluted with
Ice. Try combining two kinds
of jgice--pineapple and orange,
!or instance,
Read Leader Classifieds.
Speed e pretty sourainer In toren in
melud. st a law teniatiti
- "AP tap way la melt It. la V
put tt•Itt *Mail iteit-rfausext •
glares dieh that file over a twig- e
ettle.
If a recipe calls for sour mile
or buttermilk a tablespoon of
vinegar may be put into a cup
of sweet milk and substituted.
sdV CITY STREET COTTONS
It takes Peter Pan seersucker
iced eids white pique to keep
you cool as a mint lest.
Doris Dodson proves the point
with "Bosom Friend", a pretty.
and-practical two-piecer in
green, purple, black, blue,
brawn, ted, 7 to 15.
$12.95
Sampler — Fairhill — Glo-Wyn and Antique — None Better
A Wide Variety of. Beautiful Boxes -- Mints, Chocolates' and Novelties
. PHONE .611 •
—None of
ihereased gasoline tax, tab-
bidter construction and mains
testahott of rural roeit, SSW, ba
0mtt before next year, Highway
thinfriissionet Gafrett L With.
stated Tuesday. *
Ne told a meeting of about 20
COUnty judges that. Keptucky's
roed program for the rest of this
year must be confined to .main-
tenance and moderate spending.
There will be no widespread road
building, he added.
Withers said .$9,000,000 was
budgeted for maintenance this
year, but he said the severe
wi,nter wrecked. many of Ken-
tucky's roads to the extent
where another $7,900,000. for
maintenance may have to be
spent. "As yet we have not de-
termined ,the total amount of
that damage", the commistion-
er said.
It is important that each coun-
ty employ a road engineer, he
warned. About 100 counties do
not have them at present.
"We hope to work out a plan
whereby counties will have their
own engineers, or at least, will
be assured -of the services of a
competent engineer," Witherz
said.
• 
Although Canada is now be-
coming industrialized, more‘ than
half of its population tap years
1947 Burley Yields
Less Than In 1946
Total County Production
Drops, 27 Percent, AAA
Figures Reveal
Caldwell county Burley tobac-
co production last year fell
297,666 pounds below the all
time high of 1,074,578 pounds in
1946, a drop of 27 percent, fig-
ures released by the AAA of-
fice reveal.
Decreased production. w as
canted, Partially, •by a reduction
YOU CAN HAUL. AND TOW on
and off the rbad-when you
gets* Universal "Jeep". It
carries, up to 1200 pounds,
tows, a braked load of 5500
pounds-on or off the road.
In addition, you also get the
comfort and convenience.,
features shown below,
irlear's $ee of spring
and cushion coostruc-
tion, with full back,
means more comfort
with less fatigue from
field work. Fenders help
Z:ect the driver fromaed mud.
Per Night Hold Meek
sod highyrey driving,
the "Jeep wheaski=ri;
ful 7-bsch
headlights-same miss
lights se used on pate
ismer catw-plus-lag halos and tad
iin number of acres grown, 588,9
compared with 696.9 in 1946. Av-
erage yield an acre dropped from
the 1946 high of 1,542 pounds
to 1,319. .
Dark Filed tobacco figures
for 1047, cc:npared to 1946,
were: Acres allotted, 1,538.2,
down 107 acres; acres grown,
959.9, up 22.1; total production,
1041,442 pounds, down 163,632
pounds, and average yield an
acre 1085 pounds, down 200.
Acres of Dark Air Cured to-
bacco allotted last year were
350, down 20.3; acres grown, 223,
down 25.1; total production 279,-
306 Pounds, down 62,635 pounds,
and ayerage yield an acre 1,212
pounds, down 130.
Average yields of Burley an
acre have approximately doubled
since the AAA office began op-
eration here in 1934, Chairman
W. P. Oldham said.
YOU GET 4-WHEE1 DRIVE for
steady - pulling traction in the
field. Used as a tractor, the
Universal "Jeep" operates
,plows, ditcs, harrows and.
other implements, at tractor
speeds of 21/2 to l'irn.p.h.
easier on the driver, too.
Wish Power Take-0*
the "Jeep" has lO b.p.
for.oparating all nyes
of belt arid abaft &Joao
. equipment. You can't
bests ',jeep" for verse-
tili year 'woad
Paducah, Ky.
Capital's No. 1 Hostess
Washington
Mesta — the
One hostess
Mrs. Perli
capital's Number
herself the other day. Generous-
ly, off-hand-like, she issued a
carte blanche invitMion to ALL
the ladies who signed up for
an exclusive embassy and -res-
idence tour to *benefit Washing-
ton's Home for Incurables.
The ladies had all paid a sum
to get p good, gander at the in-
sides of the big homes tot diplo-
mats and socialites. Mrs. Mesta,
a member of the tour committee,
thought her offer of tea during
the tour would add to the at-
tractions. It did. For Mrs. Mesta
not only offered tea and cookies,
but coffee and punch — not to
mention Mrs. Harry Truman and
Mrs. Fred Vinson, wife of the
Chief Justice, and Mrs. Wood-
row Wilson. They were pouring.
Alas, Mrs. Mesta ran out of
tea and cookies before she did
guests. Outside the residence on
S Street, which used to be the
home of Herbert Hoover, and
which Mrs. Mesta now rents,
women lined up four to six
abreast for one and a half
blocks.
Mrs. Mesta's invitation at-
tracted more than 4,000 women.
By 5 o'clock, 10,000 cookies,
Mrs. Truman and Mrs. Woodrow
Wilson had disappeared. So had
Mrs. Vinson. A second batch of
10,000 cookies, baked, like the
first batch- in Mrs. Mesta's own
kitchen,. was brought forth. It
soon disappeared. Just the Sam.,
the. line continued to stream
into the Mesta residence. One
tour lady suggested that the
ladies ahead of rbi r ought to
"gabble, boggle and git" to ease
the situation.
• • , •
Mrs. Dwight Eisenhower has a
politician's knack of remember-
ing' names and faces. But she
has a Personal aversion to poli-
tics. When a friend -asked her
recently* what she though about
the move to draft her husband
for the presidency, she said:
"The subject -isn't discussed in
our house."
• • •
President Truman attends.
many stag banquets about .town
and Mrs. Truman many "her"
luncheons, but rarely do they
dine out together. An e,xception
was the other night when they
stepped out as guests of Prince
Regent Charles of Belgium, who
Tax Conference is
Scheduled Friday
The coinmunity property feat-
ures of the new federal tax law,
especially as they affect estate
and gift taxes, will be the sub-
ject of a panel discussion by four
prominent, experts to be held on
the University of Kentucky cam-
pus Friday, May 7, for -the bene-
fit of the taxpaying public.
The "community property"
section is said to be one of the
most drastic and confusing tax:
ation provisions that has come
forward in recent years. Guest
speakers who will discuss the
feature and other problems rais-
ed by this new legisation in-
elude .Dr. Paul Kauper, profes-
sor of taxation and constitution-
al law at the University of Mich-
igan Law School; James W. Mar-
tin, distinguished professor of
economics at U.K. and past pre-
Indent of the ?rational Tax As-
sociation; A. E. Funk, the At-
torney General o/ Kentucky;
and Dr. A, E. Evans, dean. of the,
U. K. College of Law.
UK To Send Queen,
Band To Festival
Mirs Lyde Gooding, graduat-
ing senior in the College of Ed-
ucation from Lexington,- will
represent the University of Ken-
tucky as a candidate for the
crown of 1948 Queen of the Ken-
tucky Mountain Laurel Festival
to be held in Pineville May 27-
29. Selection of brunette Miss
Gooding was made from among
several coeds, many of whom
are either current or former
beauty queens. In addition to
Miss Gooding, the state univer-
sity will be represented by "The
Best Band In Dixie," 100-piece
marching musical aggregation.
Flack Returns $506
Leander Ferguson, Lawrence
county, made a profit of $506
above feed costs on a flock of
300 New Ilampshit, chicks
bought in February, 1947. Hous-
ing 135 layers. last September,
he sold -107 hens shortly before
Easter In additien to his finan-
cial gain, the family had the en-
joyment of having chicken din-
ners from culled. hens.
ALSO FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
ALL MAKES PORTABLE TYYZWILITIRS
Remingies — Royal — 11ood & finalfh-Carons
IL C. ALLEN ADDING MAC — CASH REGISTERS
CALCULATORS — BOOKIZE-allifG & STATEMENT
- MACHINES
Call or write .
Asiogiatiots• last *oak meted 'out
fines ter smokier.* non-tiro-
resistant campus buildings to
three students and cited two
others as "delinquents" for fail-
ing to appear at a hearing on
the smoking violations. The lat-
ter two students will not be
permitted to re-register in the
University until they have re-
ported to the student governing
body.
Baird To :speak At-
U. Of K. Honors Day
Dr. William Jesse Baird, pre-
sident of Morehead State Teach-
era College, will deliver the
principal -address- at the Univer-
sity of Kentucky's fourth annual
Honors Day Wednesday, May 12
Hertel Sparks, senior law stud-
ent from Waneta, will reply for
the several hundred University
students honored for. outstand-
ing scholarship, campus leader-
ship and other activities.
Louis began
tein town of 1,000 in
&Wiled President Jefferson
404 OW Louisitine Nrchasa
-.0116,111k
Bend Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky Rendering Works will
up your dead stock promptly, free of
and on sanitary trucks which are disi
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs,
Kentucky Rendering *ors
Phone 898 Princeton,
. . . with a gift she'll always remember. A
beautiful bouquet of flowers . . . an ever-
growing plant . . . . a magnificent corsage. Our
flowers are greenhouse grown to perfection . . .
, .,..4.4.. Whatever her favorite
flowers — we'll deliver
them to her on this
..,. .
• -;,#jirii
Mother's Day—May- 9th.W2. 
z each bloom dewy-fresh,. ce..sje. . ,re ,tx .0,. at: fragrant and hearty.
# - ' ,4. 0744 '"-
`,N..
. , ..—.. .
. 'Under good -conditions or bad• , your Funk's "G" Hybrid will pr
more and better corn for you: Under good condition, Funk's "G"
the most of the favorable ,factors to produce record yields.
If you hOve unfavorable season, weather-proofed "G" Hybrids
real protection for you. "Bred to beat Hie elements", these fa
sire:inn actually make some, of, their records when the "breakS"
te: The following
article was wint(n
for AP Newlifeatato
len Gartside .
I, Ill„ named Amei
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e Foundation. Mn
other of the largest
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of a number of ar-
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enies That the prin.
education should be
aple to live together
and hanniony. The
how and when to do
are three great in-
vailable for teaching
home, school, and
if each functioned
nd conditions were
suits would be won-
as been a growing
leave the job to the
the church. But 25
k in the two
the other are not go-
lish the job. Pre-
e other 78 waking
g to the home. Few
capable of, or have
o give their children
the over-all training that most
of us relegate to school and
church, but the hume is by far
tto. best place to teach the great
laciples of teal living and,
moreover, the responsibility .for
that teaching rests heavily upon
the mothers of this generation.
Two principles which, in my
opinion. children , should be
taught very early are respect for
authority and a consideration for
the rights of other*. /f" they
haven't learned this before, they
enter our public schools, they
are a real discipline problem to
their teachers and a menace to
the other children.
I love to teach, but in many
classes I find that all the joy of
teaching is lost because of a few
who are unwilling to cooperate.
I am old-fashioned enough to
believe that the parents not the
children should run the home,
and that the children should ac-
cept the guidance of mature ex-
perience until they have learned
how to conduct themselves so as
to insure their greatest happi-
ness and security.
One of the big talking points
of the Communists is their lack
of race prejudice, and they make
much of our intolerant attitude
in this country. Children have
pen for Bufiness
ave recently purchased_the grocery and
station on Princeton - Marion Rd. recent-
erated by Mrs. George Richards.
vite you to visit our store for your grocery needs.
ye a complete line of Nunn-Better Feeds, Groceries,
'rinks, Etc.
e Sell D-X Gasol:ne And Oil
Make Our Store Your Headquarters
:radshawis Service Station
And Grocery
RS. DELMAR (KELLy) BRADSHAW, Ov.ner
1400.5'/.51.4
0••••"---
4.„ •
It separates into a thin bottom vegptages
layer of lemon sauce,. With a
. thick, fluffy-like cake !Ayer on
. ton. Serve it cold, says the Ccil-
lege of, Agriculture and Horne
• Economics, University. of Ken-
tucky.
Baked Lemon Pudding
1/2 cup sugar
5 tablespoons•aifted flour
1-4 teaspoon baking powder
1-8 teaspoon salt
2 eggs separated
11/2 teaspoons grated lemon rind
3 tablespoons lemon juice
1/2 tablespoons melted butter
or fortified margarine
1 cup milk •
Sift half the sugar with flour,
baking powder and sale Beat
egg yolks until light, then Stir
In lemon rind and juice, melted
fat and milk. Stir in sifted dry
HOUSE PAINTED IN FIVE MINUTES —• While thousands watched, painterit, 150 of ingredients and beat well peat
them, swarmed over this two-story home in a "paint blitz", in Memphis Tenn. The egg whites until stiff and fold
painters gleefully announced a new worlds record, completely coating the house in five in 1-4 cup sisgar. 
Fold into, first
mixture, then pour Into greased
minutes, 31 seconds. The exhibition was part of the city's "paint Up, clean up" drive.
(AP Wirephoto)
no prejudie, racial or 
lChildren tae, people for what iedsefli Grove
th • It i  as th ab-ey ate, s only e
sorb the ideas of their elders
that they begin to make these
distinctions and to assume a su-
periority over minority groups.
Here again the pre-school train-
ing in the home can set the pace
for all their after life.
There seems to be• a decided
trend in education to snake
things "easy and enjoyable" for
our children, rather than a mat-
ter of honest-to-goodness hard
work in mastering an academic
subject. I contend that that is
not preparation for life. Life
isn't easy, and hard work never
hurt anyone. We are doing our
children an injustice if we let
them believe that anything
worthwhile can be, accomplish-
ed without hard wok.
Last and not least I believe
very strongly that the children
of parents who have strong re-
ligious convictions and are loyal
to and active in the church of
their faith have a much better
chance for happiness than ti.ose
from homes where spiritual
things have little value. To that
end I believe profoundly in reg-
ular, attendance upon divine wor-
ship. Regular church attendance
alone on our part will not of
course insure our children's fu-
ture well being and success in
life, bet it presupposes a belief
in God, an acknowledgement of
our dependence upon Him and
an interest in things of the spir-
it—all of which are essential for
the mother who would influence
the lives of her children for
•
Car repair Is speedier and loss costly here because we pat the finger
on your spacial problems faster.
Every serviceman in this organization Is a member of the Master
Technicians Service Conference, and knows how to make fast, sure
diagnosis of mechanical problems.' Our mechanics are trained to 'find
and øx dIffkuldas quickly—there's nto guessing and fooling around
to end out what's wrong.
You cent haat the tosintical automotive sir** knowledge built
up by our new pad-graduate trainingi You awl ilnd Anitsoktimen who
know your Chrysler ,or. Plymouth bilks. Waking by factorY-approvad
methods, using factorronginimpeodionts, wit keep your car In petted
condition. Como hi toriksour therein* chock-up.
TWO GREAT CARS . .
GOOD saivicg SY MASTER TECHNICIANS,
PiLariflEM GREAT
The fine weather is being used
for farm work and gardening.
Some corn has been planted.
Some are enjoying poke salad
and some folks have been can-
ning it for winter.
Saturday preaching by the
pastor drew a larger crowd
than usual. Preaching Sunday
morning had a large crowd and
Sunday School had 102 present.
Prayer meeting Wednesday
night, conducted by Mr. Leslie
Ladd, had an attendance of 18.
Several from here attended
the sale of Mr. Pool Merrick at
Scottsburg Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Kirby and
son, Keith, Mr. and Mrs. ErneA
Lacy and Miss Nola Wilson at-
tended church at Bainbridge
Grove Sunday night.
Mrs. Rube Dillingham visited
Mrs. Ernest Lacy Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbal Rogers
and children were at Mrs. Annie
Rogers' Suit-Atty.
Mr. and Mrs. Berry Arvin and
children, of near ,Hopkinsville,
visited Mrs. Amanthas Baker
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Croft
and children" visited ,Mr. and
Mrs. Bobbie Thomas Sunday.
Shirley Fay Thomas, of Scotts-
burg, spent Tuesday night with
Betty and Catherine Storms.
Miss Ruby Ladd, of Prince-
ton, has been visiting her grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
Ladd.
Mrs. Raymond Teasley and lit-
tle dringhter Sue, of Detroit,
Mich., has been visiting her
lather, Mr. L. W. Rogers. They
were accompanied home by her
brother, Mr. C. B. Rogers.
Mrs. Gertie Conner visited
Mr. Herbal Rogers and family at
Hopkinsville Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Ratliff Rogers
visited Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Poindexter at Bainbridge Sun-
day afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Overbey,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cravens and
daughter, Linda, Mr. and Mrs.
Rufus Overbey, Mr. and Mr
Garnett Overbey and Mrs. Ro-
bert Gunter attended the fun-
eral of Mrs. Cullum Overbey at
Paducah last Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Overbey,
of Hopkinsville, spent Thurs-
day' night with Mr. and Mrs. c:
R. Overbey.
Mr. and Mrs. Cordis Haile, of
OH fife liDS
COMMOI3C4111,14130, as the
nary* signifies; is not -duo
end Mat tba
the beginning of a new
adirieratura upon which
you ani about to embark.
As you close the doom at
year high school cursors
and Journey *nth on that
new adventure, we wish
for you all bawl:was and
ula and Eliza Naii
baking dish. Bake in moderate-
ly hot over, 375 degrees, for 45
minutes or until firm en top
near Cerulean, have recently and nicely browned.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Steve Menu: Salmon loaf, creamed
Kirby, Potatoes, buttered greens, gels-
Members and vi,sitors from tine fruit salad, biscnits, butter
other places attending church and baked lemon pudding.
Sunday were Mr, and Mrs. Dew-
ey Keller, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Hart and Miss Cleo Hart, of
Cobb; Mr. and Mrs. Garland
Hart and baby Marie, of Har-
mony; Mr.. and Mrs. William
Robinson, of Princeton; Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Haile, Misses Lula
May and Flora Lee Hensley, of
Hamby's Store; Mr. and Mrs.
Bud Rogers, of Cerulean.
Mrs. Leslie Ladd has recently
visited Mrs. N. I. Teasley, of
Cedar Bluff.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron. Rogers
were dinner 'guests of Mr. and
M rs. William Robinson, at
Princeton Sunday.
,
uv•k
ND we are just as proud as a pea..cock of every one of them. Proud
to do more than just supply depend-
able, low cost electric service in 72
counties lin Kentucky. Proud to
carry our share of the educational
program.
We've always tried to take our citi-
zenship obligations seriously. But we
didn't realize how serious an under-
taking it was—this business of oper-
ating an electric system in ouestate
—until we learned that the $405,000°
FIFO DEMONMATIell COMM,
Ask vs about hold,,dornionstuotion of this
rontrokobi. mower. You'll M44044 woof
IC see if work.
HAY RAKES
FARM WAGONS
HAY
LOADDS
A speedy, dependable. easy workless
mower which can be quickly hitched ta
any make or model of tractor equipped
with standard power take-off and stand-
ard drawbar. Abeolutely tioerened: ne
complicated change-over or ateusaerriats.
The many notable features in this mower
include a power lift that raises cutter has
over obstructions: unique safety releaser
special equalising
power shaft: simplicity
of design: quick. easy-
adjustments. You never
saw a better mower.
WE'VE GOT
37,000 KIDS
IN SCHOOL
—Reddy Kilowatt
Your Electric Servant
we paid in direct school taxes in 1947
was enough to educate 57,000 ele-
mentary and high school children.
We admit we got a thrill out of the
discovery.
That's a lot of kids to be responsi-
ble for. And, to our way of thinking,
there's nevcr been a kid yet who did
not deserve more than he got.
We're doggone happy to help.
There'll be * time when some of
thase boys and girls will be helping
to run our company.
C7Sas wasn't K. U.'s tend tax dill. by say mean& The seeid-lesleral. mese. and toad, insioumisi,. $2.,341.6110.09.
fiesocast As Millions
More Take
Ii Pay
Is ipiesiesioree Pam •
001Ifikitket 2110 $4490,000"
000' g Year tax out became 11,
hard cash reality for many tax-
payers May I.
A• boost in retail buying WAS
liligietted as wage earners found
leas money withheld from their
paychecks for taxes—regardless
Of when the money was earned.
Those paid May 1 are the first,
of more than 50,000,000 taxpay-
ers getting a take-home pay
raise at government expense.
The law, passed by Congress
last March over President Tru-
man's veto, dates the lower
withholding tax back to the start
of the year. But the govern-
ment won't grant refunds until
final 1948 income tax returns
are filed early in 1949.
The 7,400,000 persons freed
from all incest.* taxes by the
new law' will have to wait like
others to get back the money
withheld from their paychecks
from January through April.
The millions of other taxpay-
ers get cuts ranging from 12.6
percent on taxes of $400 a year
or less, down to five percent on a
tax of 8134,000 or more.
The treasury estimates the re-
ductions will cost the govern-
ment 8600,000,000 in May and
June, with more than 45,000,000
taxpayers sharing in that pool.
The June reduction will go
not only to those subject to with-
holding taxes, but also to profes-
sional workers and higher-in-
come groups who' have a quar-
terly tax payment due Tune 15.
They can .tile amended esti-
mates of tax to cut down their
quarterly payments. Treasury of-
ficials expressed belief many
down-scaled their estimates in
March in anticipation of the tax
cut.
Government economists fore-
cast a rise in retail sales as May
paychecks give the benefits of
CITATICN AND COALTOWN DRIVE TO FINISH IN DERBY — Citation drives to finish line first, followed by
his Calumet Farm's stablemate, Coaltown in the 74th running of the Kentucky Derby at Louisville, (May 1).
My Request finished third followed by Billings, Grandpere and Escadru. (AP Wirephoto)
Ky. farm News
More than 30 carloads of cer-
tified potato seed were sold in
Harlan county this spring.
Several hundred acres, of pas-
ture are being sowed in Russell
county, most of the mixtures be-
ing orchard' grass, red clover
and red top.
Homemakers in Floyd county
reported re-making 729 gar-
men*. following a club lesson
on remodeling.'
Eighty-eight farmers in Whit-
ley county have signed up to
grow about 66 acres of cucum-
bers this year.
Through the cooperation of
homemakers, each of six rural
schools in Shelby county have
been supplied with a sewing
machine and pinking shears for
the benefit of 4-H'ers.
It is estimated that about 40,-
000 acres of corn will be plant-
ed in Livingston county, the
largest acreage in 2Q years,
PIN WALE CORD. Very handsome eottoo,
distinguighed by, clean-cut, well tailored
lines. Aqua', black or brown stripes, sizee
10.-2U and 12 1-2 — 20 1-2, $14.95.
makers did more than 2,500 pie-
ces of textile painting and re-
finished and painted 356 trays.
Thirty-four Mercer county 4-11
club members bought collective-
ly 8.500 strawberry plants for
setting out this spring.
The Mantanus Homemakers
Club in Ohio county renewed
the surfaces of 62 linoleum floor
coverings.
In 24 years, Mrs. R. L. Sewell
of Clark county missed only one
meeting of her homemakers
club.
Twenty-five 4-H club • mem-
bers in - Rockcastle-Southern
Mliklison counties are planning to
mirket strawberries this year.
Almost all homemakers in
Boyle county are assisting with
sewing or entertainment at the
State Hospital at Danville.
About 800 acres of Nelson
county farm land were seeded to
alfalfa in April, the largest ac-
reage since before the war.
To make cream of spinach
soup quickly put ,a pound of
spinach that has been cooked
through a sieve food 'mill; corn-
bina...it with three cups of thin'
white sauce, reheat and season
well. It there is any liguid left
after cooking the spinach, it
ma e be used as part of the milk
in the white sauce.
Corn crop following lespedeza,
sweet clover, alfalfa, treated
with half ton 'powdered rock
phosphate produced 20 bushels
MORE corn per ton of stalks
than crop following untreated
legumes. Start this PROVED
soil-building program — put
Four Leaf NOW on legume
fields and on field you'll seed
to legumes.
Writs to . . .
Thomson Phosphate Co.
407 S. Dearborn Street
Chicago 5, Illinois
Women -veterans are eligible
for the same medical care as
male. eeterans, Vete-1ns Admin-
istration officials in Columbus,
Ohio pointed out today.
They are granted out-patient
treatment and priority for hos-
pitalization for gervice-connect-
ed disabilities and also may be
tretaed in VA hospitals for non-
service-connected ailments, pro-
vided a bed is available and they
cannot afford to pay for treat-
ment elsewhere. Male veterans
are entitled to these same bene-
fits.
In addition,' however, female
veterans may receive treatment
in non-VA hospitals for non-
service-connected disabilities
which are emergent in nature,
providing prior approval is ob-
tained from VA. The only ex
caption is in the case of pregn-
ancy.
The easy reinstatement dead-
line for G. I. ineurance is less
than three months away, World
War II veterans were advised
today by Veterans Adminietra-
tiori officials in Columbus, Ohio.
For term insurance which has
lapsed more than three months,
July 31, 1948, is the final day
for veterans to reinstate with-
out a physical examination, pro-
viding their health is as good as
on the date of lapse. All that
is necessary to reinstate this
insurance is completion of a re-
instatement application and pay-
ment'of two monthly premiums.
Veterans interested in any of
the six permanent plans of G. I.
insurance may reinstate by pay-
ment of one premium at the
term rate and one premium on
the converted plan of their
choice. Detailed information as
to reinstatement and the per-
manent plans of insurance may
be obtained at any VA office.
Hospitalisation
Three rules which govern ad-
mission to Veterans Administra-
tion hospitals are:
(1) PrioriV is given to those
veterans who require 'immedi-
ate hospital attention because of
As you receive your diploma we
would like to say this:
It is difficult, in a message ad-
dressed to all of you, to express
the pride we have in every one of
you graduates. All we can do is
try to tell you how honestly
happy we are over your success
and to wish you uninterrupte
success in allyour efforts as th,
.years go.bjt. lob
44*
an emergency condition. They
are entitled to- a bed at once.
(2) Those veterans who have
service connected disability also
are entitled to prompt admission
to a Veterans Administration
hospital.
(3) Veterans who hii% e non
service connected injuries or ail-
ments are entitled to Veterans
Administration Hospital care if
they state that they are unable
to pay for private medical care,
and if a bed is available in a
Veterans Administration hospital
to take care of them.
Requests for admission to a
Veterans Administration Hospi-
tal should be made to the Ken-
tucky Disabled Ex-Service Men's
Board, 1405 -.West Broadway
Street, Louisville.
Notice
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
This is to advise that an ap-
plication for a permit to oper-
ate a phi' e of entertainment, a
skating rink, has been filed with
the Caldwell County Court by
Glenn Bright. The exact loca-
tion of the proposed place of
entertainment is approximately
one-tenth (1-10th) of a mile
west of the corporate limits
of the City of Princeton, Ken-
tucky, and on the north side of
Kentucky ..Highway No. 91.
Witness my hand this the 21st
day of April, 1948.
Philip Stevens, Clerk,
Caldwell County Court.
3tc—May 6
, A thin mixture of flour and
liquid, such as that used for
pancakes, is called a "pour bat-
ter"; the stiffest mixture of flour
and liquid used in baking is cal-
led a "dough".
Thess-dol- dtex Rustproof Homes
fit PgRFECELY, have thee* all.'
elastic walstbands you puled
Both, tis blush o, whlte:(
Top—medium lonithIPpoatte
with hasomeellirgsisSisos 8,8,74
Bottom-1:4f with , high.00ti
. logo, gimp elastic horns! Si,.,.
4, 5,6, 7
0011.1111 Web,,
gamut have bean I truck I:riv-
e-1-g isiirlitmare but it 'wsi-brpt-
ally real for NOSSOla HOS* of
Netgilite rote a teskeliso,
runaway lossled truck of. lique-
110# pis 10. blocks down Ogal-
lala's main businalts thorough-
fare without scratching a fender
or howling over a pedestrian. -
His brakes gave out on a hill.
He shifted to a lower gear but
that wouldp't step the heavy
truck and the clutch was torn
out, leaving the vehicle td roll
free By the time he reached the
business district the truck was
traveling 45 miles an hour. He
avoided by split seconds an in-
tersection collision. A freight
train pulled across his path. He
made a sharp turn and cleared
the corner on two wheels.
• The truck finally rolled to a
stop.
England's new furniture de-
signs for small hduses include a
lightweight three piece alum-
inum bedroom suite. On moving
day, dressing table and chest
can be packed inside the ward-
robe and consigned to one crate
Will. M. YOUNG
Allivehalmers
'Dealer
Fredonia, ity.
Need's
LAXATIVE?
Black-Draught Is
1-Usually prompt
2-Usually thorough
3-Always economical
FERMATE FOR PLANT BEDS
BLUE MOLD DUST
AGRICULTURAL WEED-NO
-MORE
BLUE STONE AND LIME
BORD'S MIXTURE
ARSENATE OF LEAD — CUBOR DUST
PARIS GREEN—DUSTING SULPHUR
PESTROY, 25% D. D. T. SPRAY
GULF 50% D. D. T. DUST
GULF HOUSEHOLD -SPRAY
WEED-NO-MORE '2-4-D WEED KILLER
PRESSURE SPRAYERS
GALVANIZED SPRINKLERS
LAWN MOWERS—HEDGE SHEARS
IRON AGE TOBACCO PLANTERS
HARDWARE CO.
(Incorporated)
Tad,' wed 1717ginse Sts.
Mora 1401 
Hop Phew &Ukinsville 
Listen to Forbes' Farm News Monday, Wednesday
Friday, 11:55 a.m:, WHOP.
Try Leader Classified Ads — They get testi
• RAYONS
• COTTONS
• SHARKSKIN
• GABARDINES
• TROPICALS
IN ALL COLORS,
ALL WEAVES
AND SUES, MAN!
MANSIZED 27 - 50 WAIST
NEW! SUMMER COOL RAYON-SUITS
37.50 WITH TWO PANTS
ur Members Of Troop
Earn Star Rank;
&ship Training
rse Begins
t 35 Boy, Scoot, adult
te , mernbers,rtaf troop com-
es, and officers of the Three
rs Distriet Council. BSA
parents of Scouts partici-
in a Court of Hotior at the
n Memorial Methodiat
h last Thursday aught, at
h Scouts were promoted to
nd Class, First Class and
ranking. Merit badges also
awarded.
S. Gregory, district chair-
for promotion and advalice-
t, presided. Scoutmaster Joe
ks, of Troop No. 42, was
gnized and honored for the
tending accomplishments of
Scoots during the last year,
members of this troop hay-
earned the Star Scout rank,
awarded them at the next
t of Honor.
• D. Armstrong awarded
ns won by Troops No, 38
31 at a Camporee held at
ttawa Mineral Springs list
leadership training course
scoutmasters, committeemen
assistant sc,outmasters, will 1
edits w
*wing at
nd .Prmatton,' 0.
St
leadership training announced
this week,
Promotions were a$ follows;
'Charles Babb, Troop 42, Prince-
ton, Brady Smith, Billy Warthog-
ton and Ralph Young, Eddyvil-
le, to be Second Class Scouts;
Charles 'Adams, Wayne Catlett,
Howard Stone, Jr., Buddy
Stroube, Billy Gresham, George
Harrelson, Troop -42, Prineeton,
and Carol Hackney, Troop 38,
Eddyville. to be First Class
Scduta.
• Gene Croft, Tsoop No. 42, was
declared eligiblk for Star Scout
rank now, his merit badge for
life saving having recently been
certified. Others'who have earn-
ecr Star Scout rank but who
must wait three months before
being eligible for such promo-
tion are George Harrelson,
Howard Stone, Jr., and Buddy
Stroube, all of Troop 42.
Merit badges were awarded to:
Carol Hackney, swimming, row-
ing; GeorgeAG. Harrelson, safe-
ty, home repair, pathfinding,
printing, stamp collecting; Bud-
dy Stroube, safety, personal
health, pathfinding, home re-
pair, leathercraft; Ho-ward
Stone, Jr., safety, personal
health, home repair, pathfinding,
music; Chas. Adams, safety;
Gene Croft, safety, life saving.
Read Leader Classifieds.
GATHEP 'ROUND. all you mer.,'.aers of the graduat-
ing class, 'cause this message is for you! As is the
case with any goal worth attaining, you had to work
hard to reach this great milestone in your life, but
the pride and elation you feel now at your achieve-
ment are compensation for those long and tedious
hours of study.
As a member of this community, we wish to ex-
tend our heartiest congratulations to you for a job
well done and to express the hope that your future
continues to be as bright and promising as your pas+.
Maret St. Red Front Stare
(Melvin Fralick, Mgr
Modernize your
kitchen now.
AT LOW COST
711111: excitjng new Yopingstown WAlleheis come
"packed with features that will make evegy -
kitchen task easier. Glisteniug.white "Kitchen-
aider".uabinet sinks with icid-resisting por-
celain enameled tops convenient, apaellous
table top floor cabinets, roomy wall cabinets,
are yours to choose tree. Youngstown mats
are solidly mule o! steel in gleaming white, in
many different anti-sizes that will einctly,
fit your needs .. and your budget. Nov me
REPORT 'TOKYO ROSE' MAY BE REA EST ts.
Iva Toguri D'Aquino (above) known tot American troops
in the Pacific during war is "Tokyo Rose" may be re-a4r-
rested the Nashville Tennessean said in a copyrighted
story. Here she relaxes in her home in Toykoi after her
release from Suggamo prison for lack of sufficient evi-
dence to support charges under which she was being held.
(AP Wirephoto from U. S. Signal Corps)
What It Means:
Prospect Of Trouble
With U. S. Budget
By Robert E. Geiger
Washington — The govern-
ment has more money in its
trehsury than ever before in its
history. At the same time many
tax experts are predicting that
financial trouble for the nation
may be just around the corner.
The reason, according to the ex-
perts, is as simple -8i Mama's
household budget troubles.
For instance, they say Father
may have a good salary when he
and Mother make out the family
budget for the coming year.
They decide they can afford T-
bone steaks twice a week. Des-
pite the cost of T-bones, it ap-
pears there will be enough left
of father', paycheck at the end
of the year to buy mother a new
evening gown. During the year
father's salary is cut, unexpect-
edly. Nevertheless the family
has become accutomed to T-
bone steaks and continues to
eat them.
Besides, there have been un-
expected doctor bills, and moth-
er already has purchased her
dress, charging it. So the family
has to borrow money and go
into debt to pay its bills and
balance the budget. The Brook-
ings Institution of Washington,
which describes itself as an or-
ganization to aid constructively
in the development of solind na-
tional policies, has just com-
pleted a study of the govern-
ment's budget situation. Lewis
H. Kimmel, the economist who
wrote the report, says govern-
ment finances are similar to
household finances in this way:
Income Must equal spending to
balance the -budget. Otherwise
the government goes 'further in
debt. There is no doubt this
year's income will be greater
than the year's expenses. Look-
ing ahead to' 1952, however,
Kimmel sees this possibility:
National income may drop
about 12 percent (to around
$175,000,000,000 a year) under
1547's national income. Federal,
city and state expenses may con-
tinue at a high level because of
demands for defense, education
and other programs. Kimmel
says the "probable" total of all
government expenses may be
around $43,000,000,000.
This means 24.8 percent (about
-fourth) of national income
will have to be paid to the gov-
ernment (city, state and federal)
in taxes so it can meet its bills.
This is about six percent more
of the national income than was
p.aid in taxes in the last pre-war
year, 1940. In dollars and cents
the difference is more striking.
Taxes totaled $14,300,000,000 in
1940, compared with an estimat-
-d $43,000,000,300 in len. This
was $110.42 for each person, or
about $440 for each family of
four in 1940. In 1952 it would be
about $290 for each person or
around $1,100 for a family of
four.
This estimate is based on the
1947 tax rate. But a lot of new
tax reduction plans have been
proposed. Kimmel says if all
these tax reduction proposals
were approved by Congress, fed-
eral tax returns would be re-
duced a total of from $15,000,-
000,000 to $18,000,000,000 a year
(This estimate includes the $4,-
890,000,000 cut approved this
year by Congress). If even &por-
tion of the proposed new reduc-
tiOns are approved in the next
few years, and if there is a "re-
cession", or a decline id the
amount of money Americans
earn and upon which they pay
taxes, Kimmel estimates it
might easily mean this:
Government spending would
run about $10,000,000,000 more
than its income. The Treasury
would go in the "red" that
much. "Perhaps the best way of
the years immediately before us
describing the fiscal situation of
it to say that it is highly pre-
carious"s Kimmel says.
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as to-morrow!' Green nusuedWebairoiers
• with the very newest, Ahnthitt buckle txtra-wide
heel strap . . . oietr foitrivedgies with a delIght-
ftil Atralp trimmed with gold—truly entrancing,
trot) modern, mrnmrom! Red law,
'And only
Finkel's -Fair itore
Whore YoVri$ Hari Moro Cents .
• • ;
well Idountr
hold As,regular attunner session fathe
Monday to plan the program for
next year, with the asaistance of
Miss Leone Gillette, assistant anf' '")
MapState leader of home agents,
Miss Wilma Vandiver said this
In feed value for livestock,
week. The meeting will be held
.100 po ds of pOtatoes equalsin the little courtroom of the 100 p nds of corn silage, 22
pound. of shellcd corn or 35
pounds alfalfa hay.
LakeWctOd r • • Guri .abic wa,-, used in nath
Mrs. Cook °Heel was hostess eine ikt least fo.ar ct•nttli ies
to the Lultmwooti Homemaker, (0/, Christ,
Clan at its April meeting. MI s The pulp 01 the tript ',I OK
Mandiall Hoge., .1, chairmon co!,,e% nth plant or Mire, apple
in ehal 
 
5t 1 1 hlso,t,ve
'ptu r, 103(fillg was hY ,4 the CIuif earn
I .1 Hai is ,t,,i thought h.:, the car, ne ti Aced ii an the GUM 0!
1,1,1,1, Franklin. Mexico to the ice-free herb.:
111,!-,1,-.,a,o1 •P ,r,irict thn EatqY of Murman'sk. •
give,m hy ft. V
toppei aiid. 4 s,:,
Refreshments were served' to
he following 18 members and
visitors: Mesdames I. J. Harris,
Luther Sells, Harold Jacobs, L.
M. Sharp, Eddy Franklin, R.Guaranteed
Vt---lhapper, Charles Parrent,
Marshall Rogers, Homer Mc Radio Service'-
Caslin, Earl Smothers, Hugh
Blackburn, T. A. Drennan, Char-
,s Rowland, Robert Hopper,
Cook Oliver and Miss Wilma
Vandiver, home. agent.
courthouse.
friends Mi their'
s)rmpathy
hg 
the Ukicik and
of our father and grand-
'Thomas Rickard; also
arshall and the. Morgans
the beautiful flowers.
Rickard end family ltp
Bill Mick
109 SHORT ST.
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• The diploma which you so proudly
display today is more than an en-
graved scroll tied with fancy ribbon.
It Is a symbol of your first harvest, represent-
ing the output of the years of study and effort
*mailed in your school career. The seeds of high
ideals, toil, hmesty, perseverance, faith and all
-"Ale oilhçr rudiments of a sued crop have been
implanted in you during these school years.
Carry these reeds IAA you loi.yow journey Into
the world, and all your future hervesu taill he
equally fruitful.
UUSSEILL'S CAI=IU
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GRADUATION GIFTS
IT'S EASY TO SHOP AT WOOD'S
Here Are Just A Few Of The Hundreds Of Items
You Have To Select From. . .
FOR HIM
MOVIE CAMERAS
KODAKS
CIGARETTE LIGHTERS
HIS EXCELLENCY
SHAVE SETS
LEATHER BILL FOLDS
FLASH LIGHTS
Dr. GRABOW
PIPES
SCHICK
ELECTRIC
RAZORS
FOR HER
FOUNTAIN PEN SETS
PERFUMES
and
COLOGNES
GIFTS OF BEAUTY
EVENING
IN PARIS
SETS
HOUBIGANT'S CHANTILLY SETS
IT PAYS TO SHOP AT WOOD'S
a'
STATIONERY
COMPACTS
MANICURE
SETS
COMB
and
BRUSH
SETS
You Will Find .it
At Wood's!
WOO D! Rexall S TORE
HOpkinsvilieWe Wrap and Pack Phooe No. 7
and Lose*
.,..41eilisegt City, were the
at Mr. and Mrs
*Mop and R. B. Wig-
be joined. the U. S.
' -Theg will enter the set-
' 10,
WI. W. if. McElroy and Mrs.
Allay McElroy, Princeton, were
Adiay afternoon guests of Mr:
-4111a Mrs. 3. F Hillyard.
V Mrs, Pearl Cates has returned
• to her home in Humboldt, Tenn.,
after being called here by the
death of her mother, Mrs. J. C.
)" OAHU.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Goheen
and 'daughter, Phyllis Ann, Cal-
Vert City, were weekend guests
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
S. Goheen,
Mr. Glenn Rowland, Detroit,
has been visiting friends and
relatives here for several days.
Mr. James Wigginton has re-
turned to his home in Detroit,
: after a week's visit to Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Blackburn and other
' relatives.
•t Eddie Melton, little son of Mr.
and Mrs. , Nissen Melton, has
been quite ill with a throat in-
Mrs.
Me PA,
-Mrs. **het*
Dinner poste of Mr susii
tticont El bwn luatit
were Mr. and Milk
burn aud Mr. Mel Mrs. Paul
eat and daughter, Kay'.
Good crew& attended the two
sales here Saturday, the aide of
Mrs. M. S. Freeman Saturday
morning of household goods, and
Mr. and Mrs. Mayes -Traylor
Saturday afternoon household
goods, house and four'-lots.
Mr. Virgil Lowry iss opening a
barber shop in the Young build-
ing next door to the Valley Gro-
cery. Mr. "Siko" Quertermous
wants to announce to the public
that he will operate the shoe
shine chair there.
Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Lobb were
called to Coulterville, 111,, Sat-
urday by the serious illness o
her sister, Mrs. Allie Smith. •
Frank Harmon and aunior Hol-
loman have returned from De-
troit where they spent several
days. •
Mrs. W. M. Young made a bu-
ness trip to Evansville Thurs-
day.
We have watched your progress from
the day you took your first faltering
footsteps to this day when you stride
confidently across the stage for your
'ell-earned diploma.
Whether your steps now turn in the
direction of another campus or take
the road toward the business world
our very best wishes go along, end we
hope happiness and success will mark
your every undertaking. ,
Princeton Steam Laundry
(G, W. Towery, Prop.)
FRESHET MAKES LAKE OF WHEA FIELD—This 10-mile coulee near Marsden,
in northwestern Saskatchewan, normally is a large stretch of wheat field but has been
converted into a lake by the spring thaw. The /water is 30 feet deep in places. Here a
lineman uses a makeshift raft as he repairs po*er lines. (AP Wirephoto)
Mrs. J. B.-Sory and Miss Dora
Young returned from Madison-
ville Sunday. They were called
there Monday of last week by
the sudden death of their nep-
hew, Mr. Wallace. Coil.
Mr. Willie Smith, CoulteritlUe,
Ill., has returned home after
spending several days here with
his brother, Jake Smith and oth-
er relatives.
Mrs. J. E. Crider; Princeton,
was the Wednesday afternoon
guest of Mrs. J. E. Hlllyard.
Mrs. Margaret Zuenmuthllen is
confined to her bed at her
home, having suffered a heart
attack last Wednesday.
Several from here attended
funeral services of James Ellis
Ordway at the Crayne Presby-
terian church Wednesday after-
noon., He was killed oversees
during the war, and his body ar-
rived in Princeton Tuesday
morning. He was the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Virgil Ordway, of
Crayne, and is survived by the
parents and several brothers and
sisters.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young
For You To Feel Well
24 hours every day, days every
week, never I/popping, the kidneys elter
nits matter from the blood.fmoino people wore aware of how the
Iddsays oust coastaatly remove sur-
plus iledtE *meg aside sed other waste
matter that comet stay Is the blood
trIthonst tabu, to health, there would
be better sudsratandiag of ohs the
whole mites' Is spot when kidneys fall
to Neaten
itt:1441Burning, s :too frequent urina-
tion sometimes warns that something
wrong.Ii  You may suffer nagging back-
ache, headaches. dizziness, rheumatic
patis gettinfsp atnfhpl rtng.kin°ar;nsli cou.ni
be using a medicine recommended the
country Over. Doos's stimulate the func-
tion of the kidney, and help Owen to
dumb out poisonous waste from the
blood. They contain nothing harmful.
Got Doos's today. Use with coolleleaos.
At all drug stores.
TO newspaper people the symbol "30*
I denotes the end of a story; but more
them that, it has taken on a half-mystical
aura as a term signifying the ending of
anything. And there is another symbol
that appears at the bottom of every page
of a story except the last. It is simply the
word "more."
Your formal education may be com-
pleted now. For some of you, undoubtedly
it is. That's "30." But a new story is begin-
ning — a yam of contiAuing work, an ex-
panding mind and viewpoint, a gathering of
experience, responsibilities and incneased
knowlddge. It will have many pages, and at
the bottom of every one will be written
"more . . . more . . . more . ."
STEWART 9I1 CO:
'woo so
vt ti =ME WM'
• toting reositt sot*. stle0  Ikv. 47' 
0•23.
Evarigolistie service ?ma VAL
Wednesday seating prow
service 700 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.
BARBEE MEMORfAL
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
J. P. Bright, Pastor
Sunday School, 9:95
C. Ethridge, Supt.
Morning Worship, 11 a.m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
Evening Worship, 7 p.m.
Midweek Worship; Wednes-
day. 7 p.m.
Choir Rehearsal, Wednesday, 8
FOWL' BAPI'IWT
O. I-Rather, Peakt
Os* Let Sunday school.
1110 a.m. Morning Batik
6:45 p.m. Training, Unice.
will 7:30 Evening Worship,
El ks,.' COO* al aid MI NI
THE NEW
ROYAL PORTABLE...
with FINGER FORM KEYSI
dostgood to crodis your finger-tips!
Whitman'5,, Stovers, Belle Camp, King's and Gobelin's
Cosmetic Gift Sets
Arden, LeLong, Rubinstein, Shulton, Orloff, Bour-Jois, Lentheric, Yar
dley
other exclusive lines.
Fitted Cosmetic Cases
Hudnut, Arden, Rubenstein, Etc.
(Arden, Lucien Lelong, Wrisley, Yardley and many others.)
Large Selection of Perfumes by these Famous Makers --
Ciro, Lucien LeLong, Corday, Yardley, Coty, Worth, Shulton and a host of others.
"Hopkinsville's Most Complete Drug StOte"
- 
Corner Ninth and Virginia Sts.
Ms cushions, shoes. how comfy they aro
Ile 'regular guys. thas bee they weer. And
Ike snownaltes, they come la a hvedred-end-eow
iool-wt dodos...all so nowt Como chaos* yours.
$4.95 to $6.95
By Alton L. Blakeslee
(AP SCIENCE REPORTER)
Ames, Iowa — Ice cream and
milk are good bets to be sure of
getting the growth vitamin,
B-2. They are better sources for.
humans than green peas or al-
monds, workers in the. Nutrition
Laboratory at Iowa State College
report..
Nutritionists know pretty well
just how much of the different
vitamins are contained in dif-
ferent foods. But just as impor-
tant is the quettion of how much
of those vitamins the human
body is able to take out of the
foods and use. Dr. Gladys Ever-
son and associatea,tit Iowa State
have just finished such tests
with Vitamin B-2, or riboflavin.
Women students were the guinea
pigs of the test: For several
weeks they ate exact test diets.
First, the diet had pure ribo-
flavin along with the given
amounts of fats, proteins; and
carbohydrates.
were guests of Mrs. Tal Morgan
and Mrs. Andrew Howerton, in
Central City, z.nd Mrs. flenry
Howerton in Greenville, Sunday
afternoon.
Mr. J. B. Quertermous has re-
turned from Louisville where he
attended the Derby last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Mutt Freeman
have moved in the house with
his another Mrs. M. S. Freeman
Rev. Ray Wigginton has re-
turned from Detroit, after spend-
ing several days there last week.
Mrs. John Quertermous and
Mr. Ben Dawson have returned
from Louisville, where they
spent several, days on business.
Mrs. Alice Leaver, who has
spent the winter here with Miss
Ada, Leeper, returned to her
hhme at Ironton, Mo., Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Cart-
wright, Evansville, Ind., were
the weekend guests of her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Wiggin-
ton, of Cridsr.
The Westminster Fellowship
group of the First Presbyterian
church entertained the young
people of Crayne, Sturgis and
Princeton Sunday night, April
25. After the regular program, an
interesting talk, was made by
Mrs. B. A. Hodges, of Princeton,
which was very educational and
inspiring. At the conclusion of
the meeting, the group went to
the Teen-Age Club for a social
Period and refreshments.
Then in other studies, they
ate the same amount of fatal,
proteins, and carbohydrates, but
had ice cream, then frozen green
peas, and then almonds as the
source of B-2. Chemical teats
showed that all of these contain
fair amounts of the B-2. Their
bodies took out almost as much
B-2 from the ice cream as they
obtained when they had the pure
'2:2 vitamin. But only about 40
percent of the B-2 in the peas
and almonds was absorbed by
their bodies. In those foods, • ri-
boflavin wasn't as available for
use.
Dr. Everson now is trying to
learn why. The difference may
be due to differences in digest-
ibility. Ice cream, a liquid dairy
product, may be more easily and
completely digested. Or the dif-
ference may be due to the way
the B-2 is chemically bound or
held in the different food stuffs.
The laboratory also plans sim-
ilam tests with other vitamins
to determine which foods are
most efficient sources of the vi-
tt -.slim
At The Churches
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Tom W. Collins Pastor
Sunday is Mother's Day. Spe-
cial services are planned to hon-
or one' of God's choicest gifts to
man, a Christian mother! Re-
cognition of every mother will
be made during morning wor-
ship, as well as the oldest mother
and the one with the largest
family, all in attendance. Mem-
bers are urged to invite their
mothers to be present on this
special day.
The drive for a large attend-
ance at Sunday School Go-to-
Sunday School Day resulted in
an increase of 56 over the pre-
vious Sunday making the total
241. Many new pupils were en-
rolled and a new interest is be-
ing shown in all departments.
Bids are being considered by
the special committee as a re-
sult of the action of the official
board, in session last Monday
night, approving construction of
a two-storey annex, to be built
immediately.
We extend a • hearty welcome
to those who visit us. We will
worship with all other churches
in the community next Sunday
evening at the baccaulaureate
You've anchored your ship of dreams in the
Harbor of Accomplishment and are ready to
embark on that long voyage in search of ex-
perience and succees. 
..
We wieh you bon voyage. May your course
be charted thraugh smooth waters, and may
you /see with poise and confidence those days
salsas the waters are rough and stormy.
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help but keep
'1 spotlessly
part of the
milktouches
seen for quick cleaning.
the completely stainless steel construction makes
possible. Just take a look at this modern machine
agree that the easy-to-clean McCormick-Deering
• uce more profitable milk.
And the 9-inch pail opening. . .
how can that mean better milk for
you?'134cause it simplifies your clean-
ing job, thus keeping bacteria at a
minimum, and speeds up drying.
There's a good way to prove these
facts. Stop in and look over this great
milker or, better yet, arrange for a
demonstration. Find out for yourself
just how the McCormick - Deering
Milker turns out cleaner, healthier
milk.
there- OW twoltak
sonong small predators.
%Cony turkny am bui
vaults, gating theft In Kentuc-
ky moistly In May and early
June. Yhey are handled and ted
much like chicks, according to a
leaflet of the College of Agri-
culture and Home Economics
called "How to Raise Turkeys".
Brooding equipment for chicks
will do for poults. The young
birds are fed about the same as
chicks, 'except that they need
more protein and vitamins. This
can be supplied by a commercial
turkey ?tarter containing 24 per-
cent protein.
The general advice is to keep
turkeys and chickens apart. Keep
grounds and shelters clean, ahd
control parasites and diseases.
Many other suggestions are giv-
en in 'Leaflet 45, which can be
had at county agent offices.
have four landing barges from
which Juniors will fish and on
which they will take nature
study trips. Each barge, acquir-
ed from the Government as war
surplus, will take care of 12
boys on these jaunts and will
'be propelled by outboard mo-
tors. The craft are 14 feet long
by six feet wide and have steel
hulls.
At the Dale Hollow camp on
a 35 acre island, the craft also
will be used for transportation
and to haul supplies to the
camp.
McCORMICK-DEERING
MILKERS—CREAM SEPARATORS
coat covers most any surface
s on smoothly ... no laps or brushmarks
es fast to a flat, glareless finish
era any type. of water!thinned.paint
o offensive odor,.. use iroom the same day
'Washable with soap and water'
Beautiful lime-proof and, fade-proot colors
gallon covers the average size room
real oil pciint , .not thinned with water
Apply with theNS Fanux BRUSH...
FLOAUX is Identically Matched in color
with SATIN-LUX and GLOS-LUX.
• $ 34,5 •ONL • moat.
TAN CRUSHES AUTO — A 1941 sedan was curshed under a
man tank when the tank went out of control on a Ft, Collins, Colo
been used at an R. 0. T. C. show at Colorado A. and M. college
by National Guard officers when it went berserk. No one was
photo)
Ponds Get fish
Ponds in the Third, Fifth and
Sixth districts have been allotted
60,000 bass to be distributed
during the month Of May, the
'Fisheries department of the Di-
vision of Game and Fish has
announced. Operations are be-
ing carried on irk these districts
now and as soon as completed
the seining crews will move on
to other districts.
. Already ponds in the Third
and Fifth districts have been
stocked with bream, with ap-
proximately 75 ponds having
been seined. Work is continuing
in the Sixth district this week.
Bass for the ponds in these
three districts will be obtained
from the hatchery at Williams-
burg.
During the seining operations
so far this year the crews have
crappie and bream from over-
stocked ponds and have freed
these fish in streams in sections
in which they were obtained.
The Division expects to place
approximately 150,000 bass in
farm ponds this year.
Literary
Guidepost
By W. G. Rogere
THE MECHANICAL ANGEL,
By Donald Friede (Knopf; 63)
A pocketful of money, a sense
of adventure, a curiosity about
the new and unfamiliar, and, a
taste for literature combined to
give this author a restful life,
and to give us an absorbing
book.
Friede tried half a dozen jobs,
from boilermaker to bond sales-
man, before he invested $110,000
in "the most flamboyant pub-
lishing house of all time" and
became, at 24, vice president of
Boni & Liveright. Later with
Pascal Covici, once of Chicago,
he formed the firm of Coyle',
Friede.
Though he seems strangely
never to have crossed the path
of Gertrude Stein, he knew
otherwise all the stimulating
people, and they must have been
glad to know him, an eager, ex-
citable young Publisher willing
to bet on almost anything. His
most fantastic gamble, and his
craziest adventure, was as im-
presario for Antheil's "Ballet
Mecanique," which was
presented, or staged circus-like,
In packed Carnegie Hall in 1927.
Antheil had. already written)
his account of it, including the
remark z.1.- olit, "making a moun-
tain out of an Antheil," Martha
Foley had reported on the
founding of Story magazine; and
you have heard some of the
other incidents, too. • .though you
may not have known that Liv-
eright barely broke even on
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,"
and that among other books re-
fused by Friede was Lindbergh's
"We."
But Friede throws a fresh
light on the period. He is dis-
armingly, and at times discon-
certingly, honest. He closes with
some deprecating comments
about the fabulous 19208. They
were carefree, light-hearted,
fearless, experimental and irre-
sponsible. For all his ultimate
disapproval, Friede delighted in
them, too. The exuberance and
exhilaration of that spirited de-
cade came back full measure to
him as he described them; they
come back merrily to 1,13 as we
read.
4-H Club Buys Sprayer
More fruit trees are being
sprayed in Bell county than in
any previous year. One reason,
according to County Agent Hu-
bert W. Davis, is because the,
Bell Hi 4-H Club bought a $200
power sprayer. With this ma-
chine 700 trees were given the
dormant spray, and then the
pink spray to control apple scab.
The activities of the dub boys
and girls are helping to stimu-
late interest in home fruit grow-
ing, Mr. Davis said.
Velvet Green 6-14-5
UM, Phosphate
U.e, .Fór Dry Sudi'.,
-Mrs. saver of Pulaski
county enthastaaticatiy -reported
- to-gem.— Aspisit -ti4U146 Craig
how she used dry suds, a house-
cleaning aid. She learned about
it in her hoineinakers club.
"My first experience using
soap in this WO Was is the
sniokehouse," she said. "With
brine and stains to dee) with, I
knew it would be a real test. I
whipped up a quart of soap jelly
plus two tablespoons of amonia
and with its use my smokehouse
was clean in half the time it us-
uallg. took.
"The next day, I) put the dry
suds to work on the linoleum
floors of my large livingroom.
kitchen 'and back porch. I had
the job completed arid a coat of
wax on the floors in the time I
,could have finished orkly half
the floor the old way,
36 ton General Sher-
street. The tank had
and was being driven
in the auto. (AP Wire
Has Chicken Ranch
Caldwell Oaks, of Elkatawoi
Breathitt county, sells fryers and
eggs to coal miners around Haz-
ard. His first batch of 1,260 fry-
ers sold, he put in another 1,200
birds, and then he will develop
a laying Mick for fall and win-
ter egg production. He makes
regular trips into the coal Nelda,
arid' there finds a ready market
for chickens and eggs.
By Comparing These Red Spot Prices
Spot House Paint
Spot Floor Enamel
Spot 4-hr. Enamel
Spot Parmolite
Spot Linoquick
Spot IFIatwall Paint
Spot Casein (original
. water paint)
Your Paint Dollar Will Last Longer
Take your pick
of many styles ...
R.-
.D1O-PHONOGRAPH
COMBINATIONS
TABLE
RADIO
-PHONOGRAPHS
CONSOLE MODELS
TABLE RADIOS
PORTABLES
You'd Better HURRY!
ONLY 1 OR 2 OF A KIND NONE SOLI
WHILE THEY LAST! TO DEALER
All of these demonstrator and floor sample radios and
radio
-phonographs must go! They're priced to move
fast—think of it—up to 50% off on many famous
makes. Come in now while there's a good choke I
Don't miss this groat radio value opportunity
Mitchell Implement Co.
Phone 242
We made less *6,1one-half cent on a quart of milk, Impartial surveys repeatedly confirm this fact.
During 1947 only two cents out of every dollar you paid for milkivos-left for profit.
It is obvious that if this small profit were entirely eliminated, milk prices would have
the same.
Fresh milk at less than 101/4, cents a pound gives you more nourishment for fewer pennies than
any other food.
Get more food value for your money. . . . Take advantage of nature's best low-cost food. . .
keep your home refrigerator well stocked. . . always.
Be Sure It's Pasteurized!
,An'
a
hi Welted' tO
the innip to be Mad*
1,600 airborne trtiend at Cour
Cagenhell from sgtprOzinaidely
100 "flying box cars" early Sat-
urday forenoon, Major General
P. W. Clarkson, commanding
general of the Campbell military
area, announced today.
The 82nd Althorn, Division
will establish en air-head against
an aggressor force of guerrillas
and fifth columnists.
Visitors must be in the bleach-
ers arranged at the scene of the
parachute jump or the inuned-
kite area by 9:30 am., Central
Standard Daylight Saving Time.
(810 Hopkbutville time). Entry
Will be at gate six and military
police will direct all traffic.
The parachute jump will be
completed within approximately
40 minutes, and will be an event
not available to the public of
this community probably more
than once in a long period of
years. The parachutes are sched-
uled to start dropping out of the
sky at 9:40, daylight saving
time.
*
kW/ bid
wag SIAS*** inthinittid
Widttenberg Cosyttration6 LAO-
villa. It called tot ezestrsaties çf
.10,000 Mau Were the mum
wens next Sept. 25. There were
three other bids.
The project had been estimat-
ed to cost 6900,083. No figures
were advanced on the alternate
plan for the 10,600 seats.
troons will take
part in "exercise assembly" of
which the Saturday event is one
of the main features. A -special
force is trained to act as the gu-
erilla force and fifth column
units.
The simulated attack on Camp
Campbell and the defense will
include 25,000 to 30,000 men. Un-
officially, the troops taking pert
are referred to. as "practically
everything we've iot available."
Some 6,000 troops taint Fort
Benning, Ga., are scheduled to
reach Campbell about May 10,
after bivouacking May 9 at Ho-
henwald, Tenn.
PPItito
Perter NON Nettei
$0413 000401 1600043;
"000-037.50. 'Propel& to `
door. herein's Plant Fawn.
Gleason, Tenn. Iltp
FILMS D X L 010E D: We
speedily return Pictures from
your roll films left with us.
Camera Corner St. 200
S. Jefferson. Phone 073-W. tic
You can save 25 cents of your
paint dollar by using RED
SPOT. Joiner's. tic
BATTERIES at cost—with full
guarantee as long as present
stocks laat—dor c a rs and
. trucks, Hodge Motor Sales and
Implement Co. West Main St,
Phone 87. tic
- --CAMERA FILM BAIG-AINS:
At cost. Fresh roll film. All
sizes. Black and White. Color.
Orie roll or more. Camera Cor-
ner Studio. 200 S. Jefferson.
Phone 673-W
Tulips grow wild along the To WHOM MAY CONCERN:
shores of the Mediterranean. Will the person who found a
brown leather pocketbook on
PARENTS
Know What To Expect ,With
CHILDCRAFT
A complete and authoritative plan to
guide your child safely
from infancy to adolescence
Angelo Petri says, "There is no finer gift for your child
than Child craft."
And no finer gift for parents—for 4 of the 14 Childcraft
volumes are packed with the best and latest parent guid-
ance from the world's inremost child specialists.
Every Phase of your childs' development is covered. You
know what to expect—what is normal and what is not. You
know how o direct play activities, how to direct your
child's growth of character. And to stimulate his reading
interests and mental growth, there are 10 beautifully illus-
trated volumes of verse, fiction, arts, and sciences.
To answer any unusual questions you may have about your
child, the Childcraft Advisory Service offers free counsel
to Chikicraft owners.
TIME PAYMENT PLAN IF YOU WISH!
It helps serve as summer school training for
children.
CHILDCRAFT
35 East Walker Drive Chicago, Ill.
Publishers of World Book.
If interested contact — MRS. H. C. LESTER, that. Mgr.
901 North Jefferson St. Phone 717
C. A. Woodall
INSURANCE AGENCY
, (ESTABLISHED 40 YEARS AGO)
Representing all old-line insurance compan-
ies with assets aggregating billions.
Remember, we write fire, life and all other
allied lines.
•
A roma In this annatar asellielereesetiest and Ileenrier.
See us in regard todretirement contract, be-
ginning at 65.
C. A. Woodall
INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
W. Main Bt. " Phone 54
Primates, Ky.
Garrett street Sunday even-
ing, April 25, please return
pocketbook, terminal lea v e
bond and personal papers by
. /nail and keep the cash. /na
questions will be asked or
anything done. Mary R Fra-
ley Markham, 103 Baldwin
Ave., Pnincetcn, Ky.
PIANOS — RADILB — ORGANS
— SOLO VOX. Top quality,
bottom price. DYE PIANO CO.,
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Ph. 652-M. 52tp
KENNEDY RADIO SERVICE —
302 Green St. Phone 385-J. We
pick up and deliver. Service
guaranteed. George Gallaher,
service man. tic
HELM'S PULLORUM PASSED
CHICKS—Holder three worlds
records—R.O.P. sired mating'.
_Government Approved. Hun-
dreds in brooders. Sexed
chicks. Free Brooding Bulle-
tins. HELM'S HATCHERY,
near Ilitchyard. 180
Local and Long Distance Haul-
ing with 28 ft. trailer. Load
capacity 12 tons. Call Ceru-
lean 1803 or 803. stp
FOR SALE: Washing machine;
in good condition. Phone
2118-W. ttp
AT STUD: GOLDEN KING.
Gaiten, Golden Palimino with
snow white mane and tail.
Will make season on my farm
3/4
 
mile west of Crider, known
as Dr. Mott farm. Fee $15
cash, with return privilige. S.
G. Wigginton, Crider, Ky. 4tp
DONT NEGLECT planting
strawberries this spring.
Strawberries are high, but
plants are cheap. I also have
a complete line of nursery
stock to offer. See or call H.
L Hobby, 205 S. Seminary St.
Phone 153. tfc
LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN:
Female setter, white with,
black spots. Exceptionally long
muzzle. Answers to name
Cricket. Reward for informa-
tion leading to return, Notify
Ralph Randolph, phone 100
or 157. ltp
WOOD WORK: screen doors
and windows made, furniture
repaired. Phone us Your or-der. Phone 6984, BnIC Wood-
KEEP moo uP
Yosseve reached the
swomonit of tbe peak ...
yon look about over she
coratry below mod on
I. ever higher vilest
... So peaks that bea-
ms, challenge! &Sweets
in bossiness, fame, pro-
fessiondol attainments
. . . alweis, Amoy: keelo
looting apt Awl as ion
go higher, momardiser
one good wishes are
aria On *very foot of
the awry.
G. Hower Brown
Furniture Dealer &t
Funeral Director
v* 7
easistrastrca
tot opOoctinity
themaelues.
1 Lit/4403a Market
I Hogs topped at #0.60 I Mtn
:d'red pound e Ite the PriaotWi
Livestock ah.rket Monday, down$1.50 from last week; yealii
down $1; baby beeves $28, no
change, and medium quality
butcher cattle $21, down $1. Mllk
Cow; sold at $94 to $150 a head.
Total head sold on the market
was 1,070. .
Durggists believe that the vine
of Sodom in the Bible is the col-
qcgrith plant, sometimes called
bitter apple
The Netherlands shipped about
8,000 tons of tulip bulbs to the
United States in 1947.
work, West Main, near Hos-
pitaL ltp
FOR SALE: 13/4
 ton truck with
practically new 100 h.p. Ford
motor, dual wheels and heavy
oak bed Phone 63 I tc
WANTED TO BUY: Locust king
posts. See or call B. T. Daum,
Princeton Creamery. lte
FOR SALE: Good used soda
fountain. Ideal for drugstore or
restaurant. See or call William
• Young, Valley Grocery Co.,
Fredonia, Ky. ltc
DEATH WAS MIS-DIRECT-
ED — A bomb mailed to Cann
Rey Ferran (above) exploded
in hie Woneirhampton, Eng-
land, home May 3 and killed
his brother, Rex. Capt. Ferran
had been marked for death by
the Jewish underground in
Palestine. It was • the sixth
time Capt. Farren has escaped
death by violence. Be was ac-
quitted last fall of murdering
a youthful member of the
Stern Gang, Jewish extremist
organization, and recently left
the army. He was away when
the postman brought the
bomb, concealed in a volume
of Shakespeare's plays. (AP
Wirephoto)
U. S. Democratic Party rules
provide twice as many delegates
to national conventions as do
Republican party rules.
GET READY GRADUATES!
Ms Is it! This is the one we've been waiting for,
wartlike for. This is (ii-Day, H-Hour. Just a finalbrielng now before yod "Mt the beach."
Check your equipment. You should have your
courage, ambition, energy, knowledge and good
Judgment. It's the best equipment there is, andIt should be all you need. Your objective is MountSuccess. You will encounter 80111e opposition, butkeep going until you get there.
That's ail. Goodby and good luck.
CRIDER TIRE SERVICE.
Quality Retailers.
INCTI11EIVS DAY
SIVIECIAILS
G.E. Mixer & Juicer
Dormeyei Mixer & Juicer
Wizard Vacuum Cleaner
•
Luray Dishes, 45 pc.
Reverie Disites, 53 pc.
National Pressure Canner
Mirro-Matic 4-qt. Pan
2-Slice Toaster, chrome doors
Automatic Toaster, 2-slice'
Aluminum •Chicken Fryer
$32.95
24.95
49.75
17.85
18.95
19.85
12.95
2.59
• 18.95
3.98
Home Owned By Home Operated
JOE 111. Vf1LCCA'
oil
•-
...cenuneat. treat. Ono..
lions, all entrles 4 h
.•
With "Prato-4 th e Treatment of
retie, Posts". Leo Hill won sec-
ond place and red ribbon and
Ralph Anderson And Roy Low-
ery received white ribbons.
Team demonstrations, ribbons
and awards, girls' division, were:
"Variety with Sends", Jacque-
line Shoulders and Betty Jo Les-
ter, blue and first prize; "Duet-
lug . the Easier Way", Christine
Sheridan and Doris A.nn George,
blue, second prize; "Cleaning a
Linoleum", Shirley Hill and
Eleanor Crenshaw, red; "Salads
for Cottage Cheese", Sue Wad-
lington and Leslie Lacy, red:
nacentres for Jars", Betty Stet
Jones and Betty Jo Yates, red;
"Cleaning a Linoleum", Blondell
• Haile a n d Nadine Newsom,
white; "How to Fel a Hem in a
Dress", Doris Dean Pierce and
Iris Cravens, white, and "How
to Wash a Sweater", Betty Wad-
lington and Nate Jean Ethridge,
White.
Boys' division ribbon awards
and prizes were: "How to Build
a Farrcnving House, Jimmy
Wallace and Frit* Pool, blue,
first; "How to Mix Hog Supple-
ment", Junior Massey and Har-
ley Lowery, zed, second, and
"How to Build a Poultry Feed-
er", Gaydon Mitchell and Jerry
White, white.
Billy Mitchell won a blue rib-
bon and first place in a terrac-
ing demonstration. Second Prize
and red ribbon were won by
Jimmy Wallace and Frank Pool.
Judges were, for girls, Mrs.
Mary %Jordan Morris, Webster
county home- agent, and Miss
Mary Thurman, Crittenden coun-
ty home agent; for boys, War-
ren Gardner. Lyon county agent;
Harvey EMU, Webster county
agent, and Harry Gibson, UK
4-H field agent.
Nina and Nancy Adams of
Friendship sang duets as special
music.
First place winners of dem-
onstrations will represent the
county May 26 at district con-
tests in Hopkinsville, County
Agent R. A. Mabry said.
Miss Wilma Vandiver, home
agent, said some of the sewing
projects entered in the Style
revue will be on display this
week in the J..1. Penney itore.
Cash prizes, totaling $24, and
ribbons were donated by J. C.
FenneY's, Red Front stores,
AMP, and H. A. McElroy Co.
Friendship 4-I4 Picnic
Approximately 40 members of
the Friendship 4-H Club, guests
and parents, had a picnic at
Wyatt Springs April 23, Mies
Thelma Brandon, leader, report-
ed. Potluck lunch was served
and games were played.
lo your Rook of Memories, Grad-
uation Dv will loos/stand out as
red letter event. It marks the
hoiden of long years of dreamt
Mitt 01.0111, end St the sense time
signalizes your advent into the
world of adulthood.
May the fiance bold In store for
yOSI many more happy pages for
your Pooh of Memories—that is
oar wish csa this joyous occasion.
WAMORCHAM
Year Laundry and Dry Cleaning Service
11121.141111.1•,...
The Best Is INA
The Cheape
Especially is This True in Insurance Prot '
We Represent Only the Best Company.
PLAY SAFE - CALL I
John E. Voun
Ins. Agency
108 S. Harrison St. Phone 25
16116.101.1
Loving Cup Coffee
UNDERWOOD
Deviled Ham
The Coffee With the Wonderful Flavor
- lb. 39¢, '3 lbs. for $1.12
FULL CREAM, WISCONSIN21/4 oz. can 19¢ Daisy Cheese lb.
NU MAID, uncolored
Oleomargarine
DONALD DUCK
Orange Juice 46 oz. can
DUFF'S
Hot Roll Mix 14 oz. pkg. 29¢
ANY BRAND
Vienna Sausage
BROOK'S
Butter Beans 15 oz. con
BABBO
CLEANSER can
RENT FARM, whole kernel
CORN 19 oz. can
SARATOGA
Pork & Beans
ALICE BRAND
HOMINY 29 oz. can
FARM BRAND, assorted
JELLY ' 4') 12 oz. jar
WHEATIES 12 oz. pkg.
MAXWELL HOUSE, nag. or drip
COFFEE 1 lb..
16 oz. can
CRESTA BLANCA, in
SARDINES 8
BROADCAST BRAND
Corn Beef Hash
4 oz. can 19¢
18¢
11 1/2¢
15¢
tomato savor
oz. can
19 oz. can
1Pft
13¢
19¢
lure FLAKE
lb. 35¢ FLOUR 25 lb. bag $1.
SCOTT COUNTY
23¢ Tomato Catsup 14 oz. bottle 1
DIXIE BELLE
Soda Crackers 2 lb. pkg.
HEART OF FLORIDA
Blended Juice 46 oz. can 2
STA PLO
STARCH qt. bottle
WHITE MONDAY
Laundry Bleach 32 oz. bottle 1
MEALTIME, T WISCONSIN, early IllsP
1
MATO, 'WISCONSIN19 °z. can
KRAU 
CAMPBELL'S
29 oz. can 1
Tomato Soup 10 oz. can
GENUINE* COURTIER
SORGHUM. . TA gal. 7
KELLOGG
20¢ All. BRAN 10 oz. pkg.
FOLGEWS, reg. or drip
54¢ COFFEE 1 lb. can
VAL VITA
210 MACKERAL No. 1 can
OCEANIC, pink
310 SALMON
WEEKEND MEAT SPECIALS'
Sugar Cured Jowl, lb. 28¢
FRESH FRUIT AND VEGETABLESGreen Onions bunch 10¢ GrapefruitWINESAPS, OLD FASHION SIZE IPTVESAPPLES lb. 5¢ .LETTUCE
No. 1 can
1
1
4
lb.
head _ 121/2
- Listen to "Bing Sloott" 4004 WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A, M.wvis 6 P. M. Owensboro, Ky., Week Days
• Red frontStores
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Vacation
To Begin May
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